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Abstract. In this paper we show that, after completing in the I -adic topology, the Turaev cobracket
on the vector space freely generated by the closed geodesics on a smooth, complex algebraic
curve X with a quasi-algebraic framing is a morphism of mixed Hodge structure. We combine
this with results of a previous paper on the Goldman bracket to construct torsors of solutions to
the Kashiwara–Vergne problem in all genera. The solutions so constructed form a torsor under
a prounipotent group that depends only on the topology of the framed surface. We give a par-
tial presentation of these groups. Along the way, we give a homological description of the Turaev
cobracket.
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1. Introduction

Denote the set of free homotopy classes of maps S1 ! X in a topological space X
by �.X/ and the free R-module it generates by R�.X/. When X is an oriented surface
with a nowhere vanishing vector field �, there is a map

ı� W R�.X/! R�.X/˝R�.X/;

called the Turaev cobracket, that gives R�.X/ the structure of a Lie coalgebra. The
cobracket was first defined by Turaev [33] on R�.M/=R (with no framing) and lifted
to R�.M/ for framed surfaces in [34, §18] and [2]. The cobracket ı� and the Goldman
bracket [9]

¹ ; º W R�.X/˝R�.X/! R�.X/

endow R�.X/ with the structure of an involutive Lie bialgebra [6, 27, 34].
The value of the cobracket on a loop a 2 �.X/ is obtained by representing it by an

immersed circle ˛ W S1!X with transverse self-intersections and trivial winding number
relative to �. Each double point P of ˛ divides it into two loops based at P , which we
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denote by ˛0P and ˛00P . Let �P D ˙1 be the intersection number of the initial arcs of ˛0P
and ˛00P . The cobracket of a is then defined by

ı�.a/ D
X
P

�P .a
0
P ˝ a

00
P � a

00
P ˝ a

0
P /; (1.1)

where a0P and a00P are the classes of ˛0P and ˛00P , respectively.
The powers of the augmentation ideal I ofR�1.X;x/ define the I -adic topology on it

and induce a topology on R�.X/. Kawazumi and Kuno [27] showed that ı� is continuous
in the I -adic topology and thus induces a map

ı� W R�.X/
^
! R�.X/^ y̋ R�.X/^

on I -adic completions. This and the completed Goldman bracket give R�.X/^ the struc-
ture of an involutive completed Lie bialgebra [27].

Now suppose that X is a smooth affine curve over C or, equivalently, the complement
of a non-empty finite set D in a compact Riemann surface X . In this case Q�.X/^ has a
canonical pro-mixed Hodge structure [10]. In particular, it has a weight filtration

� � � � W�2Q�.X/
^
� W�1Q�.X/

^
� W0Q�.X/

^
D Q�.X/^

and its complexification C�.X/^ has a Hodge filtration

� � � � F �2C�.X/^ � F �1C�.X/^ � F 0C�.X/^ � F 1C�.X/^ D 0:

The Hodge filtration depends on the algebraic structure on X , while the weight filtration
is topologically determined and so does not depend on the complex structure.1 This pro-
mixed Hodge structure contains subtle geometric and arithmetic information about X .
Together with the image of Z�.X/^, the mixed Hodge structure on Q�.X/=I 3 deter-
mines, for example, X up to isomorphism, X up to finite ambiguity, as well as the point
in the intermediate jacobian of the jacobian of X determined by the Ceresa cycle of X .

Our first main result is that the Turaev cobracket is compatible with this structure.

Theorem 1. If � is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic vector field on X that is meromor-
phic on X , then

ı� W Q�.X/
^
˝Q.�1/! Q�.X/^ y̋ Q�.X/^

is a morphism of pro-mixed Hodge structures, so that Q�.X/^ ˝Q.1/ is a complete Lie
coalgebra in the category of pro-mixed Hodge structures.

1The weight filtration on Q�.X/^ is the image of the weight filtration of Q�1.X; x/^,
which is determined uniquely by the conditions that W�1Q�1.X; x/^ D I , W�2Q�1.X; x/^ D
ker¹I ! H1.X/º, and by the condition that W�m�2Q�1.X; x/^ is the ideal generated by
W�1W�m�1 and W�2W�m.
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We call such a framing � an algebraic framing. The previous result also holds in the
more general situation where the framing � is a section of a twist of the holomorphic
tangent bundle of X by a torsion line bundle. We call such framings quasi-algebraic
framings of X . (See Definition 7.1.)

The main result of [18] asserts that

¹ ; º W Q�.X/^ ˝Q�.X/^ ! Q�.X/^ ˝Q.1/

is a morphism of mixed Hodge structure (MHS), so that Q�.X/^ ˝Q.�1/ is a complete
Lie algebra in the category of pro-mixed Hodge structures.

Corollary 2. If � is a quasi-algebraic framing of X , then .Q�.X/^; ¹ ; º; ı�/ is a
“twisted” completed Lie bialgebra in the category of pro-mixed Hodge structures.

By “twisted” we mean that one has to twist both the bracket and cobracket by Q.˙1/
to make them morphisms of MHS. There is no one twist of Q�.X/ that makes them
simultaneously morphisms of MHS.

Let Ev be a non-zero tangent vector of X at a point of D. Standard results in Hodge
theory (see [18, §10.2]) imply:

Corollary 3. Hodge theory determines torsors of compatible isomorphisms

.Q�.X/^; ¹ ; º; ı�/
'
!

� Y
m�0

GrW�m Q�.X/^;GrW� ¹ ; º;GrW� ı�
�

(1.2)

of the Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra with the associated weight graded Lie bialgebra
and of the completed Hopf algebras

Q�1.X; Ev/
^ '
!

Y
m�0

GrW�m Q�1.X; Ev/
^ (1.3)

under which the logarithm of the boundary circle lies in GrW�2Q�1.X; Ev/^. These isomor-
phisms are torsors under the prounipotent radical UMT

X;Ev
of the Mumford–Tate group of the

MHS on Q�1.X; Ev/^.

In the terminology of [2], such isomorphisms solve the Goldman–Turaev formality
problem.

There are many potential applications of these results to the study of the geometry
and arithmetic of algebraic curves. In this paper, we will focus on an application to the
Kashiwara–Vergne problem [2], a problem in Lie theory related to Poisson geometry and
the study of associators. Additional applications can be found in [17].

Solutions of the Kashiwara–Vergne problem of type .g;nC 1/, where 2g� 1C n> 0,
are automorphisms ˆ of the complete Hopf algebra

Qhhx1; : : : ; xg ; y1; : : : ; yg ; z1; : : : ; znii

that solve the Kashiwara–Vergne equations. They correspond to automorphisms ˆ that
induce isomorphisms of the Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra with the completion of its
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associated weight graded that satisfy certain natural boundary conditions. Corollary 3,
combined with [1, Thm. 5], implies that the automorphism ˆ constructed from a Hodge
splitting of Q�1.X; Ev/^ in [18, §13.4] solves the KV equations. The following result is a
special case of Corollary 10.2.

Corollary 4. Suppose thatX is an affine curve of type .g; nC 1/, where 2g � 1C n > 0.
If � is a quasi-algebraic framing ofX , then the isomorphismsˆ constructed in [18, §13.4]
from the canonical MHS on Q�1.X; Ev/^ are solutions of the Kashiwara–Vergne problem.
The solutions constructed in this manner form a torsor under the unipotent radical UMT

X;Ev

of the Mumford–Tate group of the canonical mixed Hodge structure on Q�1.X; Ev/^.

Our solutions of the Kashiwara–Vergne problem have the property that the corre-
sponding splittings of the filtrations are compatible with those of the Lie algebra of the
relative completion of the mapping class group constructed in [11]. (See [18, Thm. 6].)
Whether or not all solutions of the Kashiwara–Vergne problem have this property is not
known.

The Kashiwara–Vergne problem concerns smooth surfaces and does not require a
complex structure. Let S be a closed oriented surface of genus g and P D ¹x0; : : : ; xnº
a finite subset. Set S D S � P . Assume that S is hyperbolic, that is, 2g � 1 C n > 0.
Suppose that �o is a framing of S . Denote the index (or local degree) of �o at xj by dj .
Let d D .d0; : : : ; dn/ 2 ZnC1 be the vector of local degrees of �o. The Poincaré–Hopf
Theorem implies that

P
dj D 2 � 2g.

In [2] it is shown that the Kashiwara–Vergne problem admits solutions for all framed
surfaces of genus g ¤ 1 and for surfaces of genus 1 with certain, but not all, framings.2

(See [2, Thm. 6.1].) We obtain an independent proof of their result by showing (in Sec-
tion 9) that the framings for which the KV-problem has a solution are precisely those that
can be realized by a quasi-algebraic framing. The proof combines work of Kawazumi
[25] with the existence of meromorphic quadratic differentials, which is established in
the works of Kontsevich–Zorich [28] and Bainbridge, Chen, Gendron, Grushevsky and
Möller [4].

Theorem 5. If g ¤ 1, then there is a complex structure .X;D/ on .S; P / such that �o is
homotopic to a quasi-algebraic framing of X . When g D 1, there is a complex structure
on .S; P / for which �o is quasi-algebraic if and only if the rotation number rot�o./ of
every simple closed curve  in X is divisible by gcd¹d0; : : : ; dnº.

Solutions of the Kashiwara–Vergne (KV) problem for .S; �o/ form a torsor under a
prounipotent group, denoted KRVd

g;nCE1
in [2]. It depends only on the vector d of local

degrees and not on other topological invariants of �o. Corollary 4 implies that each quasi-

2To compare the two statements, one should note that if j is the boundary of sufficiently small
disk in X , centered at xj , then dj C rot� .j / D 1. Note that the boundary orientation conventions
used in [1–3] differ from those used in this paper. Their “adapted framing” has the property that
d0 D 2 � 2g and dj D 0 for all j � 1.
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algebraic structure
� W .X;D; Ev; �/

'
! .S; P; Evo; �o/

determines an injection UMT
X;Ev

,!KRVd
g;nCE1

. Letting the stabilizer of �o in the mapping
class group of .S; P / act on the complex structure � by precomposition, we obtain a
larger torsor of solutions to the KV-problem. These form a torsor under a prounipotent
group yUd

g;nCE1
whose construction and structure is discussed below. It is a subgroup of

KRVd
g;nCE1

. We conjecture that it is equal to KRVd
g;nCE1

. Equivalently, we conjecture
that all solutions of the Kashiwara–Vergne problem arise from the Hodge-theoretic con-
structions for some quasi-algebraic structure �.

In order to state the next theorem, we need to introduce several prounipotent groups.
Denote the category of mixed Tate motives unramified over Z by MTM.Z/. Denote by K

the prounipotent radical of its tannakian fundamental group �1.MTM; !B/ (with respect
to the Betti realization !B ). Its Lie algebra k is non-canonically isomorphic to the free
Lie algebra

k Š L.�3; �5; �7; �9; : : : /
^:

Denote the relative completion of the mapping class group of .S;P;Evo/ by G
g;nCE1

and
its prounipotent radical by U

g;nCE1
. (See [11] for definitions.) These act on Q�1.S; Evo/^.

Denote the image of U
g;nCE1

in Aut Q�1.S; Evo/^ by U
g;nCE1

.3 The vector field �o deter-

mines a homomorphism U
g;nCE1

! H1.S/ that depends only on the vector d of local

degrees of �. Denote its kernel by U
d
g;nCE1.4 The group yUd

g;nCE1
, mentioned above, is the

subgroup of KRVd
g;nCE1

generated by U
d
g;nCE1 and UMT

X;Ev
.

Ihara and Nakamura [23] construct canonical smoothings of each maximally degen-
erate stable curve X0 of type .g; nC 1/ over ZŒŒq1; : : : ; qN �� for all n � 0, where N D
dim Mg;nC1. Associated to each tangent vector Ev D ˙@=@qj of Mg;nC1 at the point cor-
responding to X0, there is a limit pro-MHS on Q�.X/^, which we denote by Q�.XEv/

^.

Hypothesis 1.1. The limit MHS on Q�.XEv/
^ is the Hodge realization of a pro-object of

MTM.Z/. Equivalently, the Mumford–Tate group of the MHS on Q�.XEv/
^ is isomorphic

to �1.MTM; !B/.

A more detailed description of this hypothesis is given in the proof of Proposition 13.3.
The author claims that this hypothesis is true. The proof is expected to be available in [19].
Brown’s result [5] is a significant ingredient in the proof, and also the .0; 3/ case.

3Conjecturally, the homomorphism G
g;nCE1

! Aut Q�1.S; Evo/^ is injective, which would

imply that U
g;nCE1

D U
g;nCE1

.
4Explicit presentations of the Lie algebra of U

g;nCE1
are known for all n � 0 when g ¤ 2

[11, 16, 21]; partial presentations (e.g., generating sets) are known when g D 2 [35]. Presentations
of Ud

g;nCE1
can be easily deduced from these.
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Theorem 6. If 2gC n> 1 .i.e., S is hyperbolic/, then the group yUd
g;nCE1

does not depend

on the choice of a quasi-algebraic structure � W .S; P; Evo; �o/! .X;D; Ev; �/. The group
U

d
g;nCE1 is normal in yUd

g;nCE1
. If we assume Hypothesis 1.1, there is a canonical surjective

group homomorphism K! yUd
g;nCE1

=U
d
g;nCE1, where K denotes the prounipotent radical

of �1.MTM/.

This result follows from a more general result, Theorem 12.5, which is proved in
Section 13. We expect the homomorphism K ! yUd

g;nCE1
=U

d
g;nCE1 to be an isomorphism.

The injectivity of this homomorphism is closely related to Oda’s Conjecture [30] (proved
in [32]) and should follow from it.

In genus 1, the associated graded Lie algebra GrW� u
1;nCE1

of the Lie algebra of U
1;nCE1

contains the derivations ı2n of [2, Thm. 1.5] (denoted �2n in [21]). The first statement of
Theorem 6 implies [2, Thm. 1.5] as well as higher genus generalizations.

Conjecture 1.2. The inclusion yUd
g;nCE1

! KRVd
g;nCE1

is an isomorphism if and only
if the inclusion of �1.MTM/ into GRT, the de Rham version of the Grothendieck–Teich-
müller group, is an isomorphism. In this case, KRVd

g;nCE1
will be a split extension

1! U
d
g;nCE1 !KRVd

g;nCE1
!K ! 1:

Remark 1.3. The precise relationship between Theorem 6 and the conjecture is not clear
to the author. The group GRT is an extension of Gm by a prounipotent group that we
denote by URT. Brown’s Theorem [5] implies that there is an inclusion K ,! URT. It is
shown in [2] that there is a natural inclusion URT ,!KRVd

g;nCE1
when 2gC n� 1 > 0.

To understand the relation between the theorem and the conjecture, one has to understand
the “geometric part” URT\U

d
g;nCE1 of GRT. If it is trivial, then yUd

g;nCuu!KRVd
g;nCE1

would be an isomorphism if and only if K!URT were an isomorphism (or, equivalently,
�1.MTM/! GRT were an isomorphism).

A few remarks about the approach and the structure of the paper. As when proving
that the Goldman bracket is a morphism of MHS [18], the proof of Theorem 1 consists
in:

(i) Finding a homological description of the cobracket ı� analogous to the homolog-
ical description of the Goldman bracket given by Kawazumi–Kuno [26, §3]. This
description gives a factorization of the cobracket.

(ii) Giving a de Rham description of the continuous dual of each map in this factoriza-
tion.

(iii) Proving that, for each quasi-complex structure on .S; P; Evo; �o/, each map in this
factorization of the dual cobracket is a morphism of MHS.
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The homological description of the cobracket is established in Sections 4 and 5. This
description appears to be new. The de Rham descriptions of the factors of the dual
cobracket are given in Section 6. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed in Section 7
where it is shown that each map in the factorization of the cobracket is a morphism of
MHS for each choice of a complex structure. The group yUd

g;nCE1
is defined and analyzed

in Section 12, and Theorem 6 is proved in Section 13.
This paper is a continuation of [18]. We assume familiarity with the sections of that

paper on rational K.�; 1/ spaces, iterated integrals, and Hodge theory.

2. Notation and conventions

Suppose that X is a topological space. There are two conventions for multiplying paths.
We use the topologist’s convention: The product ˛ˇ of two paths ˛; ˇ W Œ0; 1� ! X is
defined when ˛.1/ D ˇ.0/. The product path traverses ˛ first, then ˇ. We will denote the
set of homotopy classes of paths from x to y inX by �.X Ix;y/. In particular, �1.X;x/D
�.X Ix; x/. The fundamental groupoid of X is the category whose objects are x 2 X and
where Hom.x; y/ D �.X I x; y/.

As in [18], we have attempted to denote complex algebraic and analytic varieties by
the roman letters X , Y , etc. and arbitrary smooth manifolds (and differentiable spaces)
by the letters M , N , etc. This is not always possible. The diagonal in T � T will be
denoted �T .

The singular homology of a smooth manifoldM will be computed using the complex
C�.M/ of smooth singular chains. The complex C �.M/ will denote its dual, the complex
of smooth singular cochains. The de Rham complex of M will be denoted by E�.M/.
The integration map E�.M/! C �.M IR/ is thus a well-defined cochain map.

The notation h ; i WC �˝C�!k will often be used for any (natural) pairing between
a chain complexC� and a dual cochain complexC �. For example, it will be used to denote
Kronecker pairings and integration pairings.

2.1. Local systems and connections

Here we regard a local system on a manifoldN as a locally constant sheaf. We will denote
the complex of differential forms onN with values in a local system V of real (or rational)
vector spaces by E�.N IV /. As in [18], we denote the flat vector bundle associated to V

by V and the sheaf of j -forms on N with values in V by E jN ˝ V . So Ej .N IV / is just
the space of global sections of E jN ˝ V . There are therefore isomorphisms

H �.E�.N IV // Š H �.N IV /:

The pull back of a local system V over Y � Y along the interchange map � W Y 2! Y 2

will be denoted by V op.
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2.2. Cones

Several homological constructions will use cones. Since signs are important, we fix our
conventions. The cone of a map � W A� ! B� of chain complexes is defined by

C�.�/ WD cone.A� ! B�/Œ�1�;

where Cj .�/ D Bj ˚ Aj�1 with differential @.b; a/ D .@b � �.a/;�@a/. The cone of a
map  W B� ! A� of cochain complexes is defined by

C �. / WD cone.B� ! A�/Œ�1�;

where C j . / WD Bj ˚Aj�1 with differential d.ˇ; ˛/D .dˇ;�d˛ � �ˇ/. Pairings of
complexes

h ; iA W A
�
˝ A� ! V and h ; iB W B

�
˝ B� ! V

induce the pairing
h ; i W C �. /˝ C�.�/! V

defined by .ˇ; ˛/ ˝ .b; a/ 7! h˛; aiA C hˇ; biB . It satisfies hdz; ci D hz; @ci and thus
induces a pairing

h ; i W H �.C �. //˝H�.C�.�//! V:

3. Preliminaries

We recall and elaborate on notation from [18]. Fix a ring k. Typically, this will be Z, Q, R
or C. Suppose thatM is a smooth manifold, possibly with boundary. All paths Œ0;1�!M

will be piecewise smooth unless otherwise noted. Denote the space of paths  W Œ0;1�!M

by PM . This is endowed with the compact-open topology. For each t 2 Œ0; 1�, one has the
map

pt W PM !M

defined by pt ./ D .t/. It is a (Hurewicz) fibration.

3.1. Fibrations

The most fundamental path fibration is the map

p0 � p1 W PM !M �M: (3.1)

Its fiber over .x0; x1/ is the space Px0;x1M of paths in M from x0 to x1. When x0 D
x1 D x, the fiber is the space ƒxM of loops in M based at x. The local system over
M �M whose fiber over .x0; x1/ is H0.Px0;x1M Ik/ will be denoted by PM .

More generally, for .t1; : : : ; tn/ 2 Œ0; 1�n with 0 < t1 � t2 � � � � � tn < 1, one has the
fibration

nY
jD1

ptj W PM !M n
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whose fiber over .x1; : : : ; xn/ is

P ;x1M � Px1;x2M � � � � � Pxn�1;xnM � Pxn; M:

Here P ;xM denotes the space of paths terminating at x 2 M and Px; M denotes the
space of paths emanating from x. Since Px; M and P ;xM are contractible, the fiber of
the corresponding local system over M n is

��1;2PM ˝ �
�
2;3PM ˝ � � � ˝ �n�1;nPM ;

where �j;k W M n ! M �M denotes the projection onto the product of the j th and kth
factors.

The “pull back path fibration” obtained by pulling back (3.1) along a smooth map
f W N ! M �M will be denoted by PfM ! N . When f is the diagonal map M !
M �M , the pull back is the fibration

p W ƒM !M (3.2)

of the free loop space of M over M . Its fiber over x 2 M is the space ƒxM of loops
in M based at x. The corresponding local system will be denoted by LM . It has fiber
H0.ƒxM Ik/ over x 2M .

3.2. Homology

The following result follows easily from the fact that a non-compact surface is a K.�; 1/
and has cohomological dimension 1. Cf. [18, Prop. 3.5].

Proposition 3.1. If M is a surface and if M is not closed, then Hj .ƒM/ vanishes .with
all coefficients/ for all j > 1.

4. Factoring loops

In this section M is a smooth manifold and k is any commutative ring. Recall from
[18, §3.3] the construction of the Chas–Sullivan map

ˇCS W H0.ƒM/! H1.M ILM /:

It is induced by the map that takes a loop ˛ W S1!M to the horizontal lift Ǫ W S1! LM
of ˛ defined by Ǫ .�/.�/ D ˛.� C �/.

We now describe a generalization of the Chas–Sullivan map. It arises from the factor-
ization of a loop into two arcs. The evaluation map

p0 � p1=2 W ƒM !M �M (4.1)

is a fibration. Its fiber over .x; y/ is Px;yM � Py;xM . The corresponding local system
over M �M is

PM ˝P
op
M

where Pop denotes the pull back of the local system V onM �M along the map .x;y/ 7!
.y; x/. The restriction of PM ˝P

op
M to the diagonal �M ŠM is LM ˝LM .
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Remark 4.1. When M is a K.�; 1/, each path component of Px0;x1M is contractible.
The Leray–Serre spectral sequences of the fibrations (3.2) and (4.1) imply that there are
natural isomorphisms

H�.M ILM / Š H�.ƒM/ Š H�.M
2
IPM ˝P

op
M /:

Composing ˇCS with the maps induced on homology by the two maps LM !

LM ˝LM defined by

˛ 7! Ǫ ˝ 1p.˛/ and Ǫ 7! 1p.˛/ ˝ ˛;

where 1 denotes the horizontal section of LM whose value at x is 1x , gives two maps

ˇCS ˝ 1; 1˝ ˇCS W H0.ƒM/! H1.M ILM ˝LM /:

Composing these with the diagonal map

�� W H1.M ILM ˝LM /! H1.M
2
IPM ˝P

op
M /

yields two maps

��.ˇCS ˝ 1/;��.1˝ ˇCS / W H0.ƒM/! H1.M
2
IPM ˝P

op
M /:

Proposition 4.2. There is a horizontal section s˛ W Œ0; 2�i�� S1 of PM ˝P
op
M satisfying

@s˛ D 1˝ Ǫ � Ǫ ˝ 1:

Consequently, ��.ˇCS ˝ 1/ D ��.1˝ ˇCS /.

Proof. Each loop ˛ W S1 !M induces a map ˛2 W S1 � S1 !M �M . This lifts to the
horizontal section s˛ of PM ˝P

op
M defined over S1 � S1 ��S1 by

s˛.�; �/ D ˛
0
˝ ˛00;

where ˛0 is the restriction of ˛ to the positively oriented arc in S1 from � to � and ˛00 is
its restriction to the arc from � to � . This lift does not extend continuously to S1 � S1,
except when ˛ is null homotopic.

To extend the lift, we replace S1 � S1 by U WD Œ0; 2�� � S1. The map

U ! S1 � S1; .t; �/ 7! .t C �; �/; (4.2)

is a quotient map that takes the boundary of U onto the diagonal�S1 . It induces a homeo-
morphism .0; 2�/� S1 � S1 � S1 �� and identifies .0; �/ with .2�;�/. The horizontal
lift s˛ W S1 � S1 ��S1 ! PM ˝P

op
M of ˛2 extends uniquely to a horizontal lift

U ! PM ˝P
op
M ;

which we will also denote by s˛ . The boundary of U is ¹2�º � S1 � ¹0º � S1, which
implies that @s˛ D 1˝ Ǫ � Ǫ ˝ 1.

When M is a K.�; 1/, both maps ��.ˇCS ˝ 1/ and ��.1˝ ˇCS / are easily seen to
correspond to ˇCS WH0.ƒM/!H1.M;LM /ŠH1.ƒM/ under the isomorphism given
in Remark 4.1.
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5. A homological description of the Turaev cobracket

Throughout this section, M will be a smooth oriented surface without boundary5 and k
arbitrary. Denote space of non-zero tangent vectors of M by yM and the projection by
� W yM ! M . Denote the composition of the projection � W yM ! M with the diagonal
map � WM !M �M by �.

Remark 5.1. When reading this section, it is worth keeping in mind that, by an elemen-
tary case of a theorem of Hirsch [22] (that goes back to Whitney [36]), the set of regular
homotopy classes of immersed loops in M corresponds to the set �0.ƒ yM/ of homotopy
classes of loops in yM . The formula (1.1) gives a well-defined map

H0.ƒ yM/! H0.ƒM/˝H0.ƒM/:

The key point in this section is to give a homological description of this map.

5.1. A homological description of ˇCS W H0.ƒ yM/! H1.ƒ yM/

The first step in giving a homological description of the cobracket is to give a homolog-
ical description of the homology of ƒ yM that is suitable for computing the intersection
product. It uses a cone construction and the homotopy s˛ constructed in Proposition 4.2.

Define
� W L yM ! �

�
.PM ˝P

op
M / (5.1)

to be the map whose restriction to the fiber L yM;v
over v 2 yM is defined by

�.˛/ D 1x ˝ .� ı ˛/ � .� ı ˛/˝ 1x 2 H0.ƒxM/˝H0.ƒxM/;

where ˛ 2 ƒv yM and x D �.v/.
The maps � and � induce a chain map

�� ˝ � W C�. yM IL yM /! C�.M
2
IPM ˝P

op
M /

of singular chain complexes. We can therefore form the cone

C�.�� ˝ �/ WD cone
�
C�. yM IL yM /! C�.M

2
IPM ˝P

op
M /
�
Œ�1�:

Set
H�.M

2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P
op
M / WD H�.C�.�� ˝ �//:

For each ˛ 2 ƒ yM we have the 2-cycle .s�ı˛; Ǫ / 2 C2.�� ˝ �/, where

s�ı˛ W U ! PM ˝P
op
M

is the section defined in Proposition 4.2.

5If M has boundary, replace it by M � @M , which is homotopy equivalent to M .
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Proposition 5.2. The map that takes the class of a loop ˛ 2 ƒ yM to the class of the cycle
.s�ı˛; Ǫ / 2 C�.�� ˝ �/ defines a homomorphism

' W H0.ƒ yM/! H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M / (5.2)

whose composition with the mapH2.M 2; yM IL yM !PM ˝P
op
M /!H1. yM IL yM / is the

Chas–Sullivan map ˇCS for yM .

The following result is the homological description of ˇCS that we will need in the
homological description of the Turaev cobracket.

Lemma 5.3. If M is a surface that is not S2, then there is a diagram

H0.ƒ yM/

'

��

ˇCS

))

@

// H2.ƒM/ // H2.M 2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P
op
M /  

// H1.ƒ yM/
@

// 0

whose bottom row is exact. IfM is not closed, then H2.ƒM/ vanishes so that the map  
is an isomorphism.

Proof. The bottom row is part of the long exact homology sequence associated to the cone
C�.��˝ �/ after making the identifications from Remark 4.1. Under these identifications,
the connecting homomorphism @ WH�.ƒ yM/!H�.ƒM/ vanishes as it is induced by the
map ˛ 7! � ı ˛ � � ı ˛.

5.2. The groups H ��.M
2; N /

Denote the singular cochain complex of a pair .Y;Z/ with coefficients in k by C �.Y;Z/.
For a continuous map h W T !M 2, define

C ��.M
2; T / WD cone

�
C �.M 2;M 2

��M /
h�

�! C �.T /
�
Œ�1�:

Denote its cohomology groups by H ��.M
2; T /. These can also be computed by the com-

plex

cone
�
C �.M 2/

j�˚h�

����! C �.M 2
��M /˚ C

�.T /
�
Œ�1�;

where j WM 2 ��M !M 2 is the inclusion.

Lemma 5.4. There is a long exact sequence

� � � ! H j�1.T /! H
j
�.M

2; T /! H
j
�.M

2/! H j .T /! � � � :

Proof. The long exact sequence comes from the short exact sequence

0! C �.T /Œ�1�! C ��.M
2; T /! C ��.M

2/! 0

of complexes.
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We are interested in three cases: T is empty; T D �M and h is the inclusion; T D yM
and h is the composition of the projection � with the diagonal map. When T is empty,
the Thom isomorphism gives an isomorphism H j .M/ Š H

jC2
� .M 2/. We will consider

the case T D yM in the next section. Here we consider the case T D �M .
We will suppose that � is a nowhere vanishing vector field onM . The normal bundle of

the diagonal �M in M 2 is isomorphic to the tangent bundle TM of M . Fix a riemannian
metric on M . The exponential map induces a diffeomorphism of a closed disk bundle
in TM with a regular neighborhood N of �M in M 2. By rescaling �, we may assume
that the exponential map takes � into @N . We will henceforth regard � as the section exp �
of @N . Denote the closed unit ball in R2 by B . We can choose a trivialization

� � q W N
'
!M � B

such that q ı � WM !B � ¹0º is null homotopic. This condition determines the homotopy
class of the trivialization.

Since @M is empty, the inclusion .N; @N / ,! .M 2; M 2 ��M / induces an isomor-
phism

H ��.M
2; �M /

'
! H �.N;�M [ @N/:

The Künneth Theorem implies that q� W H 2.B; @B/! H 2.N; @N / is an isomorphism.

Proposition 5.5. There is a short exact sequence

0! H 1.�M /! H 2.N;�M [ @N/! H 2.N; @N /! 0:

Proof. This is part of the long exact sequence of the triple .N;�M [ @N; @N /. Exactness
on the left follows from the Künneth Theorem (or the Thom Isomorphism Theorem);
exactness on the right follows as �M ,! N

q
�! B is the constant map 0.

The projection q W N ! B induces a homomorphism

q� W H 2.B; @B/ Š H 2.B; ¹0º [ @B/! H 2.N;�M [ @N/:

This map depends on the homotopy class of the trivialization �. Denote the positive inte-
gral generator of H 2.B; @B/ by �B . Define

�� WD q
��B 2 H

2.N;�M [ @N/:

The image of �� in H 2.N; @N / is the Thom class �M of the tangent bundle of M .
Choose a representative !B 2 C 2.B; @B/ of �B . Set !� D q�!B . Since the restriction

of !B to the diagonal vanishes, the pair .!� ; 0/ represents �� 2 H 2.N;�M [ @N/.
To better understand �� , suppose that  W S1 ! @N . Since @M is empty, there is a

diffeomorphism @N � M � @B that commutes with the projections to M . Define the
rotation number rot�./ of  with respect to � to be the rotation number of q ı  about
0 2 B . If P W S1 ! yM is the tangent map lift of an immersed loop  in M , then rot�. P/
equals the standard rotation number rot�./.
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Let � be the relative 2-cycle

� W .I � S
1; @I � S1/! .N;�M [ @N/ �M � .B; ¹0º [ @B/

that corresponds to the map

.I � S1; @I � S1/!M � .B; ¹0º [ @B/; .t; �/ 7!
�
� ı .t/; t q ı .�/

�
:

Give I � S1 the product orientation.

Lemma 5.6. We have h�� ; � i D rot�./.

Proof. Write !B D d�B in C 2.B/. Observe that rot�./ D h�B ; q ı i. Since @� D
 � c0, where c0 denotes the constant map S1 ! B with value 0,

h�� ; � i D h!B ; q�� i D hd�B ; q�� i D h�B ; q�@� i D h�B ; q ı i D rot�./:

5.3. The class c�

In this section, we show that each non-vanishing vector field � determines a class c� 2
H 2
�.M

2; yM/. Pairing with this class corresponds to intersecting with the diagonal and is
a key component of the homological description of ı� .

Lemma 5.7. Each section � of yM !M determines a class f� 2 H 1. yM IZ/ whose pull
back ��f� to M vanishes and whose restriction to each fiber yMx is the positive integral
generator of H 1. yMx IZ/. It is characterized by these properties. If P W S1 ! yM is the
tangent map lift of an immersed loop  in M , then rot�./ D hf� ; Pi.

Proof. This follows from the Künneth Theorem and the fact the section � determines a
trivialization r W yM '

!M � .R2 � ¹0º/ with r ı � constant. It is unique up to homotopy.
Take f� to be the pull back of the positive generator of H 1.S1IZ/ under the projection
yM
'
!M � .R2 � ¹0º/! R2 � ¹0º ! S1.
The last statement follows from Lemma 5.6.

Lemma 5.8. When yM !M is a trivial bundle, there is a short exact sequence

0! H 1. yM/! H 2
�.M

2; yM/! H 2
�.M

2/! 0:

Each framing � of M induces a natural splitting s� W H 2
�.M

2/! H 2
�.M

2; yM/ which
depends only on the homotopy class of �.

Proof. This is part of the long exact sequence in Lemma 5.4. Exactness of the sequence
follows from the Thom isomorphism H j .�M / Š H

jC2
� .M 2/, which implies that

H 1
�.M

2/ D 0. The triviality of the tangent bundle of M implies that the normal bundle
of the diagonal in M 2 is trivial, which gives the exactness on the right.
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Since H 2
�.M

2/ is freely generated by the Thom class �M of M , to construct the lift
it suffices to lift �M to H 2

�.M
2; yM/. To do this, note that � W yM ! �M induces a map

�� W H 2
�.M

2; �M /! H 2
�.M

2; yM/

and recall that H 2
�.M

2; �M / Š H
2.N;�M [ @N/. Define s�.�M / D ���� .

Definition 5.9. Define c� WD ���� C f� 2H 2
�.M

2; yM/;where f� 2H 1. yM/ is identified
with its image in H 2

�.M
2; yM/.

5.4. The pairing

Here we define a pairing and compute its value on '.˛/˝ c� for all ˛ 2ƒ yM . It is closely
related to the value ı�.� ı ˛/ of the cobracket on ˛.

Proposition 5.10. There is a well-defined pairing

\ W H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /˝H

2
�.M

2; yM/! H0.M ILM ˝LM /:

Proof. We continue with the notation above. Let U D N � @N . Let r W U ! �M be a
retraction. Let U D ¹M 2 � �M ; U º. It is an open cover of M 2. We can compute the
product using U-small chains CU

� and cochains C �
U

via the pairing

cone
�
C�. yM IL yM /! CU

� .M
2
IPM ˝P

op
M /
�
Œ�1�

˝ cone
�
C �U.M

2;M 2
��M /! C �. yM/

�
Œ�1�

! C�.U IPM ˝P
op
M /

defined by
.s; u/ \ .�; �/ D h�; si C �h�; ui;

where, as usual, h ; i denotes the natural pairing between cochains and chains. The
induced pairing between H2 and H 2 takes values in H0.U; .PM ˝P

op
M /jU /. This group

is naturally isomorphic to H0.M ILM ˝LM / as the homotopy equivalence r W U !M

induces a natural isomorphism r�.LM ˝LM / Š .PM ˝P
op
M /jU .

The following computation is the main ingredient in the computation of '.˛/ \ c� ,
where it is used with ˛ 2 ƒ yM and ˇ D � ı ˛. Recall from the introduction the notation
for �P , ˇ0P and ˇ00P . Recall that !� D q�!B is a 2-cocycle that represents c� .

Lemma 5.11. If ˇ W S1 ! M is an immersed circle with transverse self-intersections,
then

h!� ; sˇ i D rot�.ˇ/.ˇ ˝ 1 � 1˝ ˇ/ �
X
P

�P .ˇ
0
P ˝ ˇ

00
P � ˇ

00
P ˝ ˇ

0
P / 2 H0.ƒM/˝2;

where P ranges over the double points of ˇ.
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Proof. We use the notation of Section 5.2. Since the map ˇ2 W S1 � S1 ! M 2 maps
the diagonal �S1 in S1 � S1 to the diagonal in M 2, ˇ2 cannot be transverse to �M .
However, by shrinking N if necessary, we may assume that ˇ is transverse to @Nr for all
0 < r � 1, where Nr denotes the disk subbundle of N of radius r , where N D N1. In this
case, the inverse image of N under ˇ2 is a disjoint union

� P[
a
.�;�/

U�;�

where � is a neighborhood of �S1 diffeomorphic to Œ�1; 1� � S1, and where U�;� is a
disk about the point .�; �/ 2 S1 � S1 ��S1 that corresponds to a double point of ˇ.

Each double point P of ˇ determines a pair of points .�; �/ and .�; �/ in
S1 � S1 ��S1 , where ˇ.�/D ˇ.�/D P . As in the introduction, ˇ0P denotes the restric-
tion of ˇ to the positively oriented arc in S1 from � to �, and ˇ00P denotes its restriction
to the arc from � to � . Denote the initial tangent vectors of ˇ0P and ˇ00P by Ev0 and Ev00. The
intersection number �P is defined by

Ev0 ^ Ev00 2 �P � .a positive number/ � (the orientation of M at P ):

An elementary computation shows that the intersection number of ˇ2 W S1 � S1 ! M 2

with �M at .�; �/ is ��P , and is �P at .�; �/. Consequently,

h!� ; Z
0
i D ��P and h!� ; Z

00
i D �P

where U 0 (resp. U 00) denotes U�;� (resp. U�;� ) and Z0 (resp. Z00) is the positive generator
of H2.U 0; @U 0IZ/ (resp. H2.U 00; @U 00IZ/).

The contribution of the double point P to h!� ; sˇ i is thus

h!� ; Z
0
iˇ0P ˝ ˇ

00
P C h!� ; Z

00
iˇ00P ˝ ˇ

0
P D ��P .ˇ

0
P ˝ ˇ

00
P � ˇ

00
P ˝ ˇ

0
P /: (5.3)

It remains to compute the contribution of the strip � to h!� ; sˇ i. The derivative P̌ W
S1 ! TM of ˇ corresponds to a section of the circle bundle @N ! �M , unique up to
homotopy. By the construction preceding Lemma 5.6, this determines a relative chain � P̌
in .N;�M [ @N/.

The inverse image of � in Œ0; 2�� � S1 under the map (4.2) is the disjoint union of
two strips, �0, a regular neighborhood of 0 � S1, and �2� , a regular neighborhood of
2� � S1.

Give �0 and �2� the orientation induced from S1 � S1. Then, as classes in
H2.N;�M [ @N/, we have

Œ�0� D Œ� P̌ � and Œ�2� � D �Œ� P̌ �:

As observed in the proof of Proposition 4.2, the restriction of sˇ to �2� is homotopic to
1˝ ˇ, and its restriction to �0 is homotopic to ˇ ˝ 1.
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Lemma 5.6 now implies that the contribution to h!� ; sˇ i from � is

h!� ; �i D h!� ; �2�i 1˝ ˇ C h!� ; �0iˇ ˝ 1 D �h!� ; � P̌i 1˝ ˇ C h!� ; � P̌iˇ ˝ 1

D rot�.ˇ/.ˇ ˝ 1 � 1˝ ˇ/: (5.4)

The result follows by adding the contribution of the strip (5.4) to the sum of the contribu-
tions (5.3) of the double points P .

Corollary 5.12. If ˛ 2 ƒ yM and � ı ˛ is immersed in M with transverse self-intersec-
tions, then

'.˛/ \ c� D �
X
P

�P
�
.� ı ˛0P /˝ .� ı ˛

00/ � .� ı ˛00/˝ .� ı ˛0/
�
:

Proof. The class '.˛/ is represented by .s�ı˛; Ǫ / and �� by .!� ; 0/. Applying Proposi-
tion 5.10 with ˇ D � ı ˛, we obtain

'.˛/ \ c� D rot�.� ı ˛/
�
.� ı ˛/˝ 1 � 1˝ .� ı ˛/

�
�

X
P

�P
�
.� ı ˛0P /˝ .� ı ˛

00/ � .� ı ˛00/˝ .� ı ˛0/
�
:

The definition of the pairing \ implies that

'.˛/ \ f� D �hf� ; ˛i D �rot�.� ı ˛/
�
.� ı ˛/˝ 1 � 1˝ .� ı ˛/

�
:

The result follows as c� D �� C f� .

5.5. A homological description of ı�

We can now give a homological description of the Turaev cobracket of a non-compact
oriented surface M . Recall that when V is a local system over M , H0.M I V / is the
maximal trivial quotient of V . Applying this when V D LM ˝LM , we see that there is
a canonical map

H0.M ILM ˝LM /! H0.M ILM /˝H0.M ILM / Š H0.ƒM/˝H0.ƒM/:

For a section � of yM !M , define

p� W H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /! H0.M ILM /˝H0.M ILM / Š H0.ƒM/˝2

to be the composite

H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /

\c�
���! H0.M ILM ˝LM /! H0.ƒM/˝H0.ƒM/:

Each section � W M ! yM of � induces a map ƒ� W ƒM ! ƒ yM and thus a homo-
morphism

.ƒ�/� W H0.ƒM/! H0.ƒ yM/:

It is injective as its composition with .ƒ�/� is the identity. The image of a free homotopy
class of f W S1 !M corresponds to the regular homotopy class of an immersed circle ˛
with rot�.˛/ D 0 that is freely homotopic to f .

The following factorization of ı� follows directly from Corollary 5.12.
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Theorem 5.13. IfM is a non-compact oriented surface and � is a section of � W yM !M ,
then the diagram

H0.ƒM/
.ƒ�/� //

ı�

��

// H0.ƒ yM/
ˇCS //

'

))

H1.ƒ yM/

H0.ƒM/˝H0.ƒM/ H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /

�p�oo

Š  

OO

commutes.

6. De Rham aspects

In this section, in preparation for applying the machinery of Hodge theory in Section 7, we
construct de Rham versions of the continuous duals of the maps used in the homological
description of the Turaev cobracket given in Section 5.

6.1. Preliminaries

Suppose that N is a smooth manifold with finite first Betti number and that k is a field of
characteristic zero. We are especially interested in the case where N is a rational K.�; 1/
space.

Recall from [18, §7] that H0.Px0;x1N I k/ and H0.ƒN I k/ have natural topologies
and that their continuous duals are denoted

LH 0.Px0;x1N Ik/ WD Homcts
k .H0.Px0;x1N/;k/

and
LH 0.ƒN Ik/ WD Homcts

k .H0.ƒN/;k/:

Recall from [18, §8] that LLN denotes the continuous dual of the local system LN . There
is a natural isomorphism [18, Thm. 6.9]

LH 0.ƒN Ik/ Š H 0.N I LLN /:

Denote the local system over N � N whose fiber over .x0; x1/ is LH 0.Px0;x1N I k/

by LPN and its pull back along the interchange map N 2 ! N 2 by LP
op
N .

Lemma 6.1. Let p W N � N ! N be projection onto the first factor. If N is a rational
K.�; 1/, then there is a natural isomorphism of locally constant sheaves

Rkp�. LPN ˝
LP

op
N / Š

´
LLN ; k D 0;

0; k ¤ 0;

over N .

Proof. This follows directly from [18, Cor. 9.2].
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Corollary 6.2. If N is a rational K.�; 1/, then there is a natural isomorphism

H j .N 2
I LPN ˝

LP
op
N / Š H

j .N I LLN /:

Proof. Apply the Leray spectral sequence of the projection p WN �N !N . The previous
result and the fact that N is a rational K.�; 1/ imply that

E
j;k
2 Š

´
H j .N I LLN /; k D 0;

0; k > 0;

so that the spectral sequence collapses at E2.

6.1.1. Differential forms. Now k will be R or C. We regard a local system on N as a
locally constant sheaf. We will denote the complex of differential forms onN with values
in a local system V of real (or rational) vector spaces by E�.N IV /. In [18], we denoted
the flat vector bundle associated to V by V and the sheaf of j -forms on N with values in
V by E jN ˝ V . So Ej .N; V / is just the space of global sections of E jN ˝ V . There are
therefore isomorphisms

H �.E�.N IV // Š H �.N IV /:

To connect with [18], we point out that the flat vector bundle associated to LLN is denoted
by LN , and the flat vector bundle associated to LPN by PN .

6.2. Continuous DR duals

In this section,M is an oriented surface of non-positive Euler characteristic and � W yM !
M is the bundle of non-zero tangent vectors of M . Both M and yM are rational K.�; 1/
spaces.6

6.2.1. The continuous dual of H�.M 2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝ P
op
M /. As in Section 5, we

denote the composition of the projection � with the diagonal mapM !M 2 by�. There
is a natural restriction mapping

�� W �
�
. LPM ˝

LP
op
M /!

LL yM

dual to the map (5.1). Its restriction

LH 0.ƒxM/˝ LH 0.ƒxM/! LH 0.ƒv yM/

to the fiber over v 2 yM , where x D �.v/, is

f ˝ g 7! f .1x/˝ .�
�g/ � .��f /˝ g.1x/:

6For M this is proved in [18, §5.1]. That yM is also a rational K.�; 1/ follows from this using
the fact that an oriented circle bundle over a rational K.�; 1/ is a rational K.�; 1/.
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Since LPM and L yM are local systems of algebras, � and � induce a DGA homomor-
phism

�
�
˝ �� W E�.M 2

I LPM ˝
LP

op
M /! E�. yM; LL yM /:

Define

E�.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /

WD cone
�
E�.M 2

I LPM ˝
LP

op
M /

�
�
˝��

����! E�. yM; LL yM /
�
Œ�1�:

Denote its cohomology groups by

H �.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /:

These cohomology groups are dual to the homology of the cone defined in Section 5.

Proposition 6.3. The pairing

h ; i W E�.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /˝ C�.�� ˝ �/! k;

h.!; �/; .s; u/i D

Z
s

! C

Z
u

�;

defined using integration and the pairings

LPM ˝PM ! k and LL yM ˝L yM ! k

respects the differentials and thus induces a pairing

h ; i W H �.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /˝H�.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /! k:

Proposition 6.4. If M is an oriented non-compact surface, then there is a natural iso-
morphism

L W H 1. yM I LL yM /
'
! H 2.M 2; yM I LPM ˝

LP
op
M !

LL yM /

that is dual to the isomorphism  in Lemma 5.3 with respect to the pairing h ; i.

Proof. The cohomology long exact sequence of the cone is

� � � ! H 1.M 2
I LPM ˝

LP
op
M /

L@
�! H 1. yM I LL yM /

L 
�! H 2.M 2; yM I LPM ˝

LP
op
M !

LL yM /! H 2.M 2
I LPM ˝

LP
op
M /

L@
�! � � � :

It is dual to the long exact sequence of the cone C�.�˝ �/ in Lemma 5.3.
Since M is a non-compact surface, it is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of

circles and therefore a rational K.�; 1/ of cohomological dimension 1. In partic-
ular, H 2.M 2I LPM ˝

LP
op
M / vanishes. Finally, Corollary 6.2 gives an isomorphism

H 1.M 2I LPM ˝
LP

op
M / Š H 1.M I LLM /. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, the connecting

homomorphism L@ vanishes, which implies that L is an isomorphism.
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Recall [18, Prop. 8.1] that there is a map

Ľ
CS W H

1. yM I LL yM /!
LH 0.ƒ yM/:

dual to the Chas–Sullivan map ˇCS W H0.ƒ yM/! H1. yM;L yM / under h ; i.

Corollary 6.5. If M is an oriented non-compact surface, there is a map

L' W H 2.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /!
LH 0.ƒ yM/

that is dual to ' under the pairing h ; i and corresponds to ĽCS in the sense that ĽCS D
L' ı L .

6.2.2. The cup product. The de Rham incarnation of the complex C ��.M
2; yM/ defined

in Section 5.4 is

E��.M
2; yM/ WD cone

�
E�.M 2/! E�.M 2

��/˚E�. yM/
�
Œ�1�:

De Rham’s Theorem and the 5-lemma imply that it computes H ��.M
2; yM Ik/.

Lemma 6.6. There is a well-defined product

^ W H 0.M I LLM ˝ LLM /˝H
2
�.M

2; yM/! H 2.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /: (6.1)

It is dual to the pairing

h ; i W H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /˝H

2
�.M

2; yM/! H0.M ILM ˝LM /

of Proposition 5.10 in the sense that˝
f ^ c; z

˛
D
˝
f; hz; ci

˛
for all

f 2 H 0.M I LLM ˝ LLM /; c 2 H 2
�.M

2; yM/; z 2 H2.M
2; yM IL yM ! PM ˝P

op
M /:

Proof. This result can be proved using differential forms or singular cochains. We will
use differential forms. The proof using singular cochains is similar.

Choose regular neighborhoods U and V of the diagonal � in M 2, where V � U ,
V is closed and U is open. Since � ,! U is a homotopy equivalence, every flat section
of LLM ˝ LLM over the diagonal extends uniquely to a flat section of LPM ˝

LP
op
M over U .

It follows that restriction to the diagonal induces a quasi-isomorphism

E�.U I LPM ˝
LP

op
M /! E�.M; LLM ˝ LLM /:

Since the inclusion �! V is a homotopy equivalence, the map

E��.M
2/! E�V .M

2/ WD cone
�
E�.M 2/! E�.M 2

� V /
�
Œ�1�
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is a quasi-isomorphism. Denote the complex of forms of M 2 that vanish on M 2 � V by
E�.M 2;M 2 � V /. The 5-lemma implies that the cochain map

E�.M 2;M 2
� V /! E�V .M

2/

that takes ! to Œ!; 0� is a quasi-isomorphism. Together these imply that E��.M
2; yM/ is

quasi-isomorphic to the complex

cone
�
E�.M 2;M 2

� V /! E�. yM/
�
Œ�1�:

The cup product pairing (6.1) is induced by the map of complexes

E�.U; LPM ˝
LP

op
M /˝ cone

�
E�.M 2;M 2

� V /! E�. yM/
�
Œ�1�

! E�.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /

defined by F ˝ Œ!; �� 7! ŒF ^ !; .�1/jF j.��F / ^ ��: This is a chain map according to
the conventions in Section 2.2.

To prove the remaining assertion, suppose that z is represented by Œs;u� inC2.��˝ �/,
f is represented by F 2 E0.U I LPM ˝

LP
op
M /, and c is represented by Œ!; �� 2

cone.E�.M 2;M 2 � V /! E�. yM//Œ�1�. Then f ^ c is represented by ŒF!; ��F � ��
and

hf ^ c; zi D hŒF!; ��F � ��; Œs; u�i D

Z
s

F! C

Z
u

F�:

On the other hand, since F is locally constant,

hf; hz; cii D hf; hŒ!; ��; Œs; u�ii D

�
F;

Z
s

! C

Z
u

�

�
D

Z
s

F! C

Z
u

F�:

6.3. Factorization of the continuous dual of the Turaev cobracket

Define
Lı� W LH

0.ƒM/˝ LH 0.ƒM/! LH 0.ƒM/

so that the diagram

LH 0.ƒM/˝2
' //

Lı�
��

H 0.M I LLM /˝H
0.M I LLM /

mult // H 0.M I LLM ˝ LLM /

^c�

��
LH 0.ƒM/ LH 0. yM I LL yM /

.ƒ�/�oo H 2.M 2; yM I LPM ˝
LP

op
M !

LL yM /
L'oo

commutes. The next result follows directly from Theorem 5.13 and the results in Sec-
tion 6.2.

Proposition 6.7. The map Lı� is the continuous dual of ı� in the sense that

h Lı�.f ˝ g/; ˛i D hf ˝ g; ı�.˛/i

for all f; g 2 LH 0.ƒM/ and ˛ 2 ƒM .
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7. Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, k will be Q, R or C, as appropriate, and X will be a smooth affine curve
over C. Equivalently, X is the complement X � D of a finite subset D of a compact
Riemann surface X . Denote the holomorphic tangent bundle of X by TX .

7.1. The map .ƒ�/� is a morphism of MHS

Definition 7.1. Suppose that m is a positive integer. An algebraic m-framing of X is a
meromorphic section ofL˝ TX whose divisor is supported onD, whereL is a holomor-
phic line bundle overX whosemth powerL˝m is trivial. Equivalently, � is themth root of
a meromorphic section of the mth power of the holomorphic tangent bundle of X whose
divisor is supported on D. A quasi-algebraic framing of X is an algebraic m-framing for
some m > 0. An algebraic framing of X is, by definition, a 1-framing.

Since torsion line bundles on X , such as L, are topologically trivial, each quasi-
algebraic framing of X determines a homotopy class of smooth framings of X and a
cobracket ı� . In this section, we prove the following stronger version of Theorem 1.

Theorem 7.2. If � is a quasi-algebraic framing of X , then

ı� W Q�.X/
^
˝Q.�1/! Q�.X/^ y̋ Q�.X/^

is a morphism of pro-mixed Hodge structures.

Throughout this section,m is a fixed positive integer, and � is an algebraicm-framing
of X . Its mth power �m is a meromorphic section of .T X/˝m. The theorem is proved by
showing that each group in the factorization of

Lı� W LH
0.ƒX/˝ LH 0.ƒX/! LH 0.ƒX/˝Q.�1/

given in Section 6.3 has a mixed Hodge structure (MHS) and that each morphism in the
factorization is a morphism of MHS. The twist by Q.�1/ occurs in the map ^ c� . Note
that the topological factorization of ı� in Section 5 implies that all of the maps in the
factorization of Lı� in Section 6.3 are also defined over Q. So we need only show that each
preserves the Hodge and weight filtrations after extending scalars to C.

For a positive integer d , denote the set of non-zero elements of .TX/˝d by yXd . This is
a smooth quasi-projective variety. The map TX ! .TX/˝d that takes a tangent vector v
to vd induces a covering map pd W yX ! yXd . Since X , yXd are smooth algebraic varieties,
LH 0.ƒ yXd / and LH 0.ƒX/ have natural MHSs by [18, Cor. 10.7].

Lemma 7.3. For all d � 1, the map .ƒpd /� W LH 0.ƒ yXd IQ/! LH 0.ƒ yX IQ/ is an iso-
morphism of MHS.

Proof. Since pd W yX ! yXd is a morphism of varieties, .ƒpd /� is a morphism of MHS.
So, to prove the result, it suffices to prove that it is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
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To this end, fix a smooth section �o of yX ! X . Then for all k � 1, �ko is a smooth sec-
tion of yXk ! X . Since yXk ! X is a principal C�-bundle with section �ko , it is trivialized
by the map

�k W X �C� ! yXk ; .x; t/ 7! t�o.x/
k : (7.1)

This trivialization induces an isomorphism

.ƒ�k/
�
W LH 0.ƒ yXk IQ/! LH 0.ƒ.X �C�// Š LH 0.ƒX IQ/˝ LH 0.ƒC�IQ/

as there is a canonical isomorphism ƒ.A � B/ Š ƒA �ƒB .
The d -fold covering map �d WC�!C� induces an isomorphism on unipotent funda-

mental groups and therefore an isomorphism ��
d
W LH 0.ƒC�IQ/! LH.ƒC�IQ/: Since

the diagram

X �C�
�1 //

id��d
��

yX

pd
��

X �C�
�d // yXd

commutes, so does

LH 0.ƒ yXd IQ/

.ƒpd /
�

��

.ƒ�d /
�

// LH 0.ƒX IQ/˝ LH 0.ƒC�IQ/

id˝��
d

��
LH 0.ƒ yX IQ/

.ƒ�1/
�

// LH 0.ƒX IQ/˝ LH 0.ƒC�IQ/

The result follows as the two horizontal maps and the right-hand vertical map are isomor-
phisms of MHS.

When m > 1, it is not immediately obvious that .ƒ�/� is a morphism of MHS. How-
ever, this is the case.

Corollary 7.4. The map .ƒ�/� W LH 0.ƒ yX/! LH 0.ƒX/ is a morphism of MHS.

Proof. Regard � as a smooth section of yX ! X . Since �m is homotopic to pm ı � , the
diagram

LH 0.ƒ yXm/
.ƒ�m/� //

.ƒpm/
� Š

��

LH 0.ƒX IQ/

LH 0.ƒ yX/
.ƒ�/� // LH 0.ƒX IQ/

commutes. Since �m is algebraic, the map .ƒ�m/� is a morphism of MHS. The result
follows as .ƒpm/� is an isomorphism of MHS by the previous result.
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7.2. The multiplication map is a morphism of MHS

Each fiber LH 0.ƒxX/ of LLX is a commutative Hopf algebra in MHS. The product induces
a map LLX ˝ LLX ! LLX of local systems. It is a direct limit of morphisms of admissible
variations of MHS over X . The Theorem of the Fixed Part (or a direct argument that uses
the construction of these MHSs) implies that

mult W H 0.X; LLX /
˝2
! H 0.X; LL

˝2

X /

is a morphism of MHS.

7.3. The map L' is a morphism of MHS

To prove that the remaining groups have natural MHSs and that the maps between them
are morphisms, we need to recall the following standard fact about cones of mixed Hodge
complexes, which is implicit in [7].

Lemma 7.5. The cone C �.�/ of a morphism � W B� ! A� of mixed Hodge complexes is
a mixed Hodge complex, and the corresponding long exact sequence

� � � ! H j�1.A�/! H j .C �.�//! H j .B�/! H j .A�/! � � �

is a long exact sequence of MHSs.

Proposition 7.6. If X is an affine curve, then H 2.X2; yX I LPX ˝
LP

op
X !

LL yX / has a nat-
ural MHS and L W H 1.X I LL yX /! H 2.X2; yX I LPX ˝

LP
op
X !

LL yX / is an isomorphism of
MHS. Consequently,

L' W H 2.X2; yX I LPX ˝
LP

op
X !

LL yX /!
LH 0.ƒ yX/

is also a morphism of MHS.

Proof. The work of Saito [31] implies that if V is an admissible variation of MHS over
the complement of a divisor W with normal crossings in a smooth variety Z, then the
complex E�.Z logW I V / of smooth forms on Z with values in the canonical extension
of V toZ and log poles alongW is part of a mixed Hodge complex and is naturally quasi-
isomorphic to E�.Z �W IV /. In particular, it computes H �.Z �W IV /˝ C, together
with its Hodge and weight filtrations.

The compactification P D P .T X ˚ O yX / of the tangent bundle TX of X is a com-
pactification of yX whose complement W is a divisor with normal crossings. The cone

cone
�
E�.X

2
; log..X �D/ [ .D �X//I LPX ˝

LP
op
X /; E

�.P logW IL yX /
�
Œ�1�

is quasi-isomorphic to E�.X2; yX I LPX ˝
LP

op
X !

LL yX /. Lemma 7.5 implies that it is the
complex part of a mixed Hodge complex that computes H �.X2; yX I LPX ˝

LP
op
X !

LL yX /.
In particular these cohomology groups have natural MHSs. It also follows that L , being
a map in the cohomology sequence, is a morphism (and thus isomorphism) of MHS.

The map ĽCS is a morphism of MHS by [18, Lem. 11.1]. Since L' D ĽCS ı L �1, it is
also a morphism of MHS.
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7.4. The class c� is a Hodge class

Proposition 7.7. The group H ��.X
2; yX/ has a natural mixed Hodge structure and c� is

a Hodge class of type .1; 1/.

Proof. Let Y be the blow up X �X at�D . Then X2 �� is the complement of a normal
crossing divisor E in Y . Write E D E 0 C�X . The restriction of E 0 to the diagonal �X
is �D .

Let Z be the normal crossings compactification of yX constructed in the proof of
Proposition 7.6. The commutative diagram of morphisms of complex algebraic maps

yX
� // X

� // X2 X2 ��Xoo

Z �W // X �D // Y �E 0 Y �Eoo

induces a commutative diagram

E�.Y logE/

��

E�.Y logE 0/oo //

��

E�.X logD/ //

��

E�.Z logW /

��
E�.X2 ��X / E�.X2/oo �� // E�.X/

�� // E�. yX/

of DGAs in which each vertical map is a quasi-isomorphism. Each DGA in this diagram
is the complex part of the natural mixed Hodge complex associated to the corresponding
variety. The 5-lemma implies that the complex E��.X

2; X/ is naturally quasi-isomorphic
to

cone
�
E�.Y logE 0/! E�.Y logE/˚E�.Z logW /

�
Œ�1�: (7.2)

Lemma 7.5 implies that it is the complex part of a mixed Hodge complex. It follows that
H ��.X;

yX/ has a natural MHS and that the exact sequence of Lemma 5.8,

0! H 1. yX/! H 2
�.X

2; yX/! H 2
�.X

2/! 0;

is an exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures.
It remains to show that c� is a Hodge class that spans a copy of Q.�1/. Recall the

notation and the construction of c� from Section 5.3. In particular, c� D ���� C f� . Since
�� W H 2

�.X
2; �X /! H 2

�.X
2; yX/ is a morphism of MHS, to prove that c� is a Hodge

class, it suffices to prove that both f� and �� are Hodge classes.
We first show that f� is a Hodge class. Let rm W yX ! C� be the composite

yX
pm
��! yXm ! C�
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where the second map is the composition of the inverse of the isomorphism �m (7.1) with
the projection X � C� ! C� given by �m. Since �m is algebraic, this is a morphism
of varieties and thus induces a morphism of MHS on cohomology. The map r used in
Lemma 5.7 in the construction of f� is the topological mth root of rm. Since r�mdt=t D
mr�dt=t , we have

2�if� D r
� dt

t
D
1

m
r�m
dt

t
2 H 1. yX IQ/ � H 2

�.X
2; yX/;

which spans a copy of Q.�1/ as H 1.C�IQ/ Š Q.�1/. Thus f� is a Hodge class.
Since �� 2 H 2

�.X
2; X IQ/, to prove that it is a Hodge class, it suffices to show that it

is a real Hodge class. To do this, we use the fact that the MHS on H ��.X
2; �X / depends

only on X and the normal bundle of �X in X2, which is just the (holomorphic) tangent
bundle TX of X . This follows from the construction of a (real) mixed Hodge complex
for the punctured neighborhood of one variety in another that was constructed in [8]. That
construction implies that the natural isomorphism

H �X .TX;X/ Š H
�
�.X

2; �X /

that is constructed using topology is an isomorphism of real MHS. There is also a natural
isomorphism

p�d W H
�
X ..TX/

˝d ; X/
'
! H �X .TX;X/

of MHS for all d � 1, where H �X ..TX/
˝d ; X/ is defined to be the homology of the

complex
cone

�
C �..TX/˝d ; yXd /! C �.X/

�
Œ�1�:

The map rm extends naturally to a map rm W ..TX/˝m; yXm/! .C;C�/. It induces a
MHS morphism

r�m W H
2.C;C�/! H 2

X ..TX/
˝m; X/:

The class �� is the image of the positive generator �B of H 2.C;C�/ Š Z.�1/ under the
sequence

H 2.C;C�/ D H 2
¹0º.C/

r�m
��! H 2

X ..TX/
˝m; X/

p�m
��! H 2

X .TX;X/
'
 H 2

�.X
2; �X /:

It follows that �� is a real (and therefore rational) Hodge class, which completes the proof.

Corollary 7.8. The cup product (6.1) is a morphism of MHS. Consequently, cupping
with c� ,

^ c� W LH
0.X I LLX ˝ LLX /! H 2.X2; yX I LPX ˝

LP
op
X !

LL yX /˝Q.�1/;

is a morphism of MHS.
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8. Mapping class group orbits of framings

In this section, we recall Kawazumi’s classification [25] of mapping class group orbits of
framings of a surface. As we shall see subsequently, this classification is closely related to
the classification of the strata of meromorphic 1-forms studied by Kontsevich and Zorich
[28] in the holomorphic case, and by Chen, Gendron, Grushevsky and Möller [4] in the
meromorphic case.

We first recall the definition of mapping class groups and our notation for them. Sup-
pose that Q is a finite subset of S with #Q D m, and V is a set of r non-zero tangent
vectors that are anchored at r distinct points, none of which are in Q. The mapping class
group �g;mCEr is defined to be the group �0 DiffC.S;Q; V / of isotopy classes of S that
fix the points Q and the tangent vectors V . The indices m and r are omitted when they
vanish.

Suppose that Q is non-empty. Set S D S �Q. The mapping class group �g;m acts
on framings of S by push forward. Kawazumi [25] determined the set of mapping class
group orbits. They depend on the vector d.�/ D .dq/q2Q 2 ZQ of local degrees of � at
the points ofQ. We say that d.�/ is even if each dq is even. When g > 0 and d.�/ is even,
we can associate the F2 quadratic form

F� W H1.S IF2/! F2; a 7! 1C rot�.˛/ mod 2;

to �, where ˛ is an imbedded circle that represents a. Denote the Arf invariant of this form
by Arf.�/.

Theorem 8.1 (Kawazumi). Suppose that �0 and �1 are framings of S .

(i) If g D 0, then �0 and �1 are in the same �0;m-orbit if and only if d.�0/ D d.�1/.
(ii) If g > 1 and d.�0/ is not even, then �0 and �1 are in the same �g;m-orbit if and only

if d.�0/ D d.�1/.
(iii) If g > 1 and d.�0/ is even, then �0 and �1 are in the same �g;m-orbit if and only if

d.�0/ D d.�1/ and Arf.�0/ D Arf.�1/.
(iv) If g D 1, then �0 and �1 are in the same �1;m-orbit if and only if d.�0/ D d.�1/ and

A.�o/ D A.�1/, where

A.�/ WD gcd¹rot�.˛/ W ˛ is a non-separating simple closed curve in Sº:

Remark 8.2. The role of the quadratic form F� is not mysterious. When d.�/ is even,
there is a unique “square root”

p
� of � . It is a section of a rank 2 vector bundle that is a

square root of T S whose local degree at q 2 Q is d.�/=2. This bundle corresponds to a
spin structure on S . As is well known, spin structures correspond to F2 quadratic forms
on H1.S IF2/. There are only two Sp.HZ/-orbits of these, and they are distinguished by
the Arf invariant.

We can regard the topological tangent bundle T S of the oriented surface S as a com-
plex line bundle T . This allows us to define the section �mo of the complex line bundle
T˝m over S for all m > 0. These are well defined up to homotopy. The obstruction to
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two “even” framings being in the same mapping class group orbit vanishes when we take
squares.

Corollary 8.3. When g > 1, �20 and �21 are in the same �g;m-orbit if and only if d.�0/
D d.�1/.

Proof. If any dj is odd or if all dj are even and Arf.�0/ D Arf.�1/, then Kawazumi’s
result implies that �0 and �1 are in the same mapping class group orbit, so �20 and �21 are
as well. Now suppose that all dj are even and that Arf.�0/ ¤ Arf.�1/. Observe that �20
has 22g square roots. These are indexed by elements ı of H 1.S I F2/. We need to give a
construction of the corresponding square root �ı of �20 .

Denote the flat line bundle of order 2 over S that corresponds to ı 2H 1.S IF2/ byLı .
SinceLı is topologically trivial, T S ˝Lı ŠT S . SinceLı is flat, its square is canonically
isomorphic to the trivial bundle, so that one has a canonical isomorphism .T S ˝Lı/

˝2Š

.T S/˝2. Thus one has the commutative diagram

T S ˝ Lı
. /2 //

��

.T S/˝2

��
S

˙�ı

CC

S

�2
0

[[

where the top row is the squaring map v 7! v˝2. The preimage of the image of �20 under
the squaring map splits into two components. The section corresponding to either is the
square root �ı of �20 . Observe that

F�ı D F�0 C ı:

Choose ı so that Arf.F�0 C ı/ D Arf.�1/. Then Arf.�ı/ D Arf.�1/, so that �ı and �1 are
in the same orbit. Since �20 D �

2
ı

, this implies that �20 and �21 are in the same orbit.

9. The existence of quasi-algebraic framings

In this section we prove Theorem 5. We first fix the notation to be used in this and subse-
quent sections.

Suppose that 2gC n > 1, where g and n are non-negative integers. Suppose that S is
an .nC 1/-punctured surface of genus g. Write S D S � P , where P D ¹x0; : : : ; xnº is
a subset of S . Fix a vector d D .d0; : : : ; dn/ 2 ZnC1 with

Pn
jD0 dj D 2 � 2g. Suppose

that Evo is a non-zero tangent vector of S anchored at the point x0 and that �o is a nowhere
vanishing vector field on S with local degree dj at xj .

A complex structure on .S; P / is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism

� W .S; P /! .X;D/; (9.1)

whereX is a compact Riemann surface andD a finite subset. It induces the complex struc-
ture .S;P; Evo/! .X;D; ��Evo/ on .S;P; Evo/. A complex structure � W .S;P /! .X;D/
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determines a base point of Mg;nC1 and a natural isomorphism �� W �g;nC1 !

�1.Mg;nC1; �/.

Definition 9.1. Suppose thatm is a positive integer. A complex structure on .S;P;�mo / (or
on �mo for short) is a complex structure � W .S;P /! .X;D/ on .S;P / and a meromorphic
section � onX of .T X/˝m (an algebraicm-framing) whose divisor is supported onD and
whose pull back �j�S� to S is homotopic to �mo . A quasi-complex structure on .S; P; �o/
is a complex structure on .S;P; �mo / for somem> 0. These correspond to quasi-algebraic
framings on .X;D/.

Remark 9.2. The residue theorem implies that .S;P; �o/ does not have a complex struc-
ture when, say, d0 D 1 and all other dj are negative. However, �2o can have a complex
structure in this case. For example, suppose that g � 1 and that X is the smooth projec-
tive model of the hyperelliptic curve

y2 D

2gY
jD0

.x � aj /;

where the aj are distinct elements of C�. Let xj be the point of X lying over aj and
x2gC1 the point lying over 1. Then the meromorphic section � of .T X/˝2 dual to the
quadratic differential

! WD

2gY
jD0

.x � aj /
�dj

�
dx

y

�2
is a 2-framing. It has divisor 2

P2gC1
jD0 djxj . Each square root of ! is a topological framing

of X . In particular, we can take d0 D 1 and all other dj � 0.

Remark 9.3. When g D 1 and d D 0, X is a punctured elliptic curve. So X D C=ƒ
for some lattice ƒ. Since TX is a trivial holomorphic line bundle, the only holomorphic
sections of .T X/˝m are multiples of the translation invariant section .@=@z/m. All other
smooth sections � of TX with d D 0 differ from it by an element e.�/ of H 1.X IZ/. If
e.�/ ¤ 0, then .S; �/ does not admit a quasi-complex structure.

Proposition 9.4. For each g below, d 2 ZnC1 satisfies
Pn
jD0 dj D 2 � 2g.

(i) If g D 0, then for all d, there is exactly one mapping class group orbit of homotopy
classes of complex structures on .S; P; �o/.

(ii) If g > 3 and d satisfies dj < 0 for j D 0; : : : ; n, then there is at least one mapping
class group orbit of complex structures on .S; P; �o/.

(iii) If g > 1, then there is at least one mapping class group orbit of homotopy classes of
complex structures on .S; P; �2o / for all d.

(iv) If g D 1 and d D 0, then there is exactly one complex structure on .S; P; �o/.
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(v) If g D 1 and d ¤ 0, then there is a quasi-complex structure on .S;P; �o/ if and only
if A.�o/ D gcd¹d0; : : : ; dnº.7

(vi) If g D 1, #¹j W dj ¤ 0º > 2 and A.�0/ D gcd¹d0; : : : ; dnº, then .S; P; �0/ has a
complex structure for all complex structures .X;D/ on .S; P /.

Proof. The proof of the genus 0 case (i) is elementary and is left to the reader. We now
assume that g > 0.

Suppose now that g > 1. Denote the locus of .nC 1/-pointed curves .C I x0; : : : ; xn/
in Mg;nC1 for which m

P
j djxj is a .�m/-canonical divisor by S m

d . This locus may be
empty and may be disconnected. Each connected component of S m

d determines a �g;nC1-
orbit ofm-framings � of the punctured reference surface S . When g > 3, the classification
of strata of abelian differentials [28, Thm. 1] implies that if all dj are negative, then S 1

d
is non-empty when at least one dj is odd and that it has exactly two non-hyperelliptic
components, distinguished by the Arf invariant, when all dj are even. This and Theo-
rem 8.1 imply (ii). The classification of meromorphic differentials in [4] implies that S 2

d
is non-empty for all d. Combined with Corollary 8.3 it proves (iii).

Suppose now that g D 1 and X D C=ƒ. Every algebraic m-framing of .X;D/ is of
the form

� D f .z/.@=@z/m

where f is a non-zero meromorphic function whose divisor is
P
j djxj , where D D

¹x0; : : : ; xnº. If � is an mth root of �, then as A.@=@z/ D 0, it follows that the rotation
number rot�./ of every closed curve in X lies in the ideal generated by the dj . It follows
that A.�/D gcd¹dj º for all quasi-algebraic framings of X . This proves (iv) and the “only
if” part of (v). If dD˙.�m;m/, wherem> 0, then we can take x1 � x0 to be a non-zero
m-torsion point of the jacobian of X and f to be a function whose divisor ism.x1 � x0/.
We prove the remainder of the converse by proving (vi).

Suppose that g D 1 and d ¤ 0. By decreasing n if necessary, we may assume that
all dj are non-zero. Suppose that n > 1. Define

Fd W X
nC1
! JacX

by Fd.x0; : : : ; xn/ D
P
j djxj . We have to show that the fiber Y of Fd over 0 is not

contained in any of the diagonals �j;k WD ¹xj D xkº. To see that Y cannot be contained
in�j;k , choose ` such that j;k;` are distinct. This is possible as n> 1. If .x0; : : : ;xn/ 2 Y
then for all but finitely many u 2 JacX , .y0; : : : ; yn/ is not in �j;k , where

ya WD

8̂<̂
:
xa; a ¤ k; `;

xk C d`u; a D k;

x` � dku; a D `:

This completes the proof of (v) and (vi).

7The condition that A.�o/ D gcd¹d0; : : : ; dnº is equivalent to the condition that rot�o.˛/ is
divisible by gcd¹dj º for all simple closed curves ˛ in S .
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Remark 9.5. This result implies that the framings that occur in [2, Thm. 6.1] are precisely
those that admit a quasi-complex structure. See footnote 2 on page 3892 for conventions.

10. Torsors of splittings of the Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra

In this section, we explain how Hodge theory gives torsors of simultaneous splittings
(1.2) and (1.3) and explain how these give solutions to the Kashiwara–Vergne problem.
In particular, we prove Corollary 4 and take the first steps towards proving Theorem 6.

Proposition 10.1. Each homotopy class of quasi-complex structures on .S; P; Evo; �o/
gives a torsor of simultaneous splittings (1.2) and (1.3) of the Goldman bracket
and Turaev cobracket. The splittings constructed from a fixed complex structure on
.S;P;Evo/! .X;D;Evo/ are torsors under the prounipotent radical UMT

X;Ev
of the Mumford–

Tate group of Q�1.X; Ev/^.

Proof. By [18, Thm. 6], the MHS on Q�1.X; Ev/^ determines a torsor of isomorphisms

Q�1.X; Ev/
^
!

Y
m�0

GrWm Q�1.X; Ev/
^ (10.1)

each of which solves the KV-problem KVI.g;nC1/, as defined in [1]. These are a torsor
under UMT

X;Ev
. Corollary 2 implies (via the discussion in [18, §10.2]) that the induced iso-

morphism
Q�.X/^ Š

Y
m�0

GrWm Q�.X/^

is an isomorphism of Lie bialgebras.

These Hodge-theoretic splittings give solutions to the KV-problem KV.g;nC1/d . This
result implies Corollary 4.

Corollary 10.2. Each homotopy class of quasi-complex structures on .S;P; Evo; �o/ gives
a torsor of solutions to the Kashiwara–Vergne problem KV.g;nC1/d . These solutions form
a torsor under the prounipotent radical UMT

X;Ev
of the Mumford–Tate group of Q�1.X; Ev/^.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 10.1 and [1, Thm. 5], which implies that the auto-
morphism ˆ of

Qhhx1; : : : ; xg ; y1; : : : ; yg ; z1; : : : ; znii

constructed from the choice of a lifting Q� of the canonical central cocharacter

� W Gm ! �1.MHSss/

in [18, §13.4] is a solution of KVI.g;nC1/.

Remark 10.3. In view of Remark 9.5, this gives a new and independent proof of the main
result, Theorem 6.1, of [2].
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Solutions of KV.g;nC1/d that arise from Hodge theory will be called motivic solu-
tions as they arise from a complex (and thus algebraic) structure on .S; P; Evo; �mo / for
somem> 0. All solutions of KV.g;nC1/d comprise a torsor under a prounipotent subgroup
KRVd

g;nCE1
of Aut Q�1.S; Evo/^. For each complex structure � on .S; P; Evo; �mo /, there

is an inclusion �� W UMT
X;Ev

,! KRVd
g;nCE1

. These homomorphisms depend non-trivially
on � and are, in general, not surjective.

11. The stabilizer of a framing

A second way to generate solutions of the KV-problem KV.g;nC
E1/

d from a given solution
is to conjugate it by an element of the Torelli group T

g;nCE1
(defined below) that fixes the

framing �o. In this section, we compute the stabilizer of a framing.
Suppose that S is a compact oriented surface of genus g and that 2g � 2CmC r > 0.

For each commutative ringA setHADH1.S IA/. The intersection pairingHA˝HA!A

is a unimodular symplectic form. Denote the corresponding symplectic group by Sp.HA/.
We will regard both H and Sp.H/ as affine groups over Z whose A-rational points are
HA and Sp.HA/, respectively. The Torelli group Tg;mCEr is defined to be the kernel of the
homomorphism

� W �g;mCEr ! Sp.HZ/

that is induced by the action of �g;mCEr on HZ. This homomorphism is well known to be
surjective.

For the remainder of this section, .S;P /will be an .nC 1/-pointed surface of genus g,
where 2g� 2C n> 0, and �o will be a framing of S with vector of local degrees d. Denote
the push forward of �o by  2 DiffC.S; P / by  ��o. The homotopy class of this push
forward depends only on the class of  in the mapping class group �g;nC1 of .S; P /.
Since  fixes the punctures P ,  ��o and �o have the same local degrees. The homotopy
class of their ratio

. ��o/=�o W S ! C�

is an element ofH 1.S IZ/ that we denote by f�o. /. It vanishes if and only if  fixes �o.

Lemma 11.1. The function f�o W �g;nC1!HZ is a 1-cocycle. Its restriction to the Torelli
group Tg;nC1 is an Sp.HZ/-equivariant homomorphism whose kernel is the stabilizer
of �o in Tg;nC1.

Proof. It is clear from the definition that  2 �g;nC1 stabilizes the homotopy class of �o
if and only if f�o. / D 0. Suppose that  0;  00 2 �g;nC1. Since

. 0 00/��o

�o
D
 0��o

�o

. 0 00/��o

 0��o
D
 0��o

�o
�  0�

�
 00��o

�o

�
as homotopy classes of functions S ! C�, it follows that f�o satisfies the 1-cocycle
condition

f�o. 
0 00/ D f�o. 

0/C  0�f�o. 
00/:
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The restriction of f�o to Tg;nC1 is a homomorphism as the Torelli group acts trivially
on HZ.

In the next section, we will need to know that the class of f�o is a Hodge class. In
preparation for proving this, we give an algebro-geometric interpretation of f�o .

The vector d of local degrees of �o determines a section Fd of the universal jacobian
Jg;nC1 over Mg;nC1. It is defined by

Fd.C I x0; : : : ; xn/ D KC C

nX
jD0

djxj 2 JacC (11.1)

where C is a compact Riemann surface of genus g; x0; : : : ; xn are distinct labeled points
of C ; and KC denotes the canonical class of C .8

Fix a base point o of Mg;nC1. Denote the identity of JacCo by zo. The fundamental
group of Jg;nC1 with base point zo is an extension of �g;nC1 byHZ. The identity section
induces a splitting of this extension and thus a canonical isomorphism

�1.Jg;nC1; zo/ Š �g;nC1 ËHZ

where we are identifying �1.Mg;nC1; o/ with �g;nC1 andHZ withH1.CoIZ/. The stan-
dard representation �g;nC1 ! Sp.HZ/ induces a homomorphism

�1.Jg;nC1; zo/! Sp.HZ/ ËHZ:

The section Fd of Jg;nC1 over Mg;nC1 induces a homomorphism

�d W �g;nC1 ! �1.Jg;nC1; zo/! Sp.HZ/ ËHZ;

which determines a cohomology class Œ�d� 2 H
1.�g;nC1;HZ/.

Proposition 11.2. The cohomology classes of f�o and �d in H 1.�g;nC1IHZ/ are equal.
In particular, the class of f�o depends only on the vector d of local degrees.

Sketch of proof. These classes clearly vanish when g D 0. So suppose that g > 0. First
observe that H 1.�g;nC1IHZ/ is torsion free. This can be proved using the cohomology
long exact sequence of

0! HZ
�N
��! HZ ! HZ=N ! 0;

the vanishing of H 0.�g;nC1I HZ=N / for all N > 0, and the finite generation of
H j .�g;nC1IHZ/. It therefore suffices to show that the classes of f�o and �d agree in
H 1.�g;nC1IHQ/.

8The image of .C I x0; : : : ; xn/ under Fd corresponds to a C1 isomorphism of the line bundle
OC .

P
dj xj / with TC under which the section of OC .

P
dj xj / with divisor

P
dj xj corresponds

to a framing with local degree vector d. This gives anm-framing of C � ¹x0; : : : ; xnº if and only if
Fd.C I x0; : : : ; xn/ is an m-torsion point of JacC . If g ¤ 1, or if g D 1 and gcd¹dj º D A.�o/, this
gives a complex structure on �mo .
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By the “center kills” argument H �.Sp.HZ/IHQ/ vanishes. This implies (via the
Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence) that the restriction mapping

H 1.�g;nC1IHQ/! HomSp.HZ/.H1.Tg;nC1/;HQ/

is an isomorphism.
Denote the pure braid group on nC 1 strings of S by �g;nC1. The inclusion of the

configuration space of S into S
nC1

induces an isomorphism H1.�g;nC1/ Š H
nC1
Z . (See

[11, Prop. 2.1].) When g > 1, the inclusion �g;nC1 ! Tg;nC1 induces an isomorphism

HomSp.HZ/.H1.Tg;nC1/;HQ/! HomSp.HZ/.H1.�g;nC1/;HQ/ Š QnC1: (11.2)

When g > 2, this follows from Johnson’s work [24] as in [11, Prop. 4.6]. When g D 2,
this follows similarly from results in [35]. When g D 1, there is an exact sequence

0! HZ ! H1.�g;nC1/! H1.T1;nC1/! 0

where the left-hand map is the diagonal embedding, which is induced by the diagonal
action of an elliptic curve E on EnC1. This implies that (11.2) is injective with image the
hyperplane consisting of those .u0; : : : ; un/ with

P
j uj D 0.

These observations imply that to prove the equality of the classes of f�o and �d, we
just have to see that they agree on the “point pushing” subgroup of Tg;nC1, that is, on the
image of �g;nC1 in the Torelli group.

Both f�o and �d have image d 2 QnC1. The computations for �d can be found in
[15, Prop. 11.2] for g > 1 and [15, §12] for g D 1. We now sketch a proof for f�o .9

Suppose that ˛ is a loop in S whose closure is a loop in S based at xj . Denote the
corresponding point pushing element of �g;nC1, that “pushes xj around ˛”, by  ˛ . For
all loops  in S we have

f�. ˛/ W  7! rot ��./ � rot�./:

We have to show that f�. ˛/ D dj .˛ � /, where . � / denotes the intersection pairing.
Equivalently, we have to show that

rot ˛�� ./ � rot�./ D dj .˛ � /:

It suffices to prove this when ˛ is a simple closed curve and when both the geometric and
algebraic intersection numbers of ˛ and  are 1.

Since ˛ is a simple closed curve, it has a regular neighborhood A � S1 � Œ�1; 1� that
is an annulus where ˛ corresponds to S1 � 0. We may assume that  intersects A in the
interval 1 � Œ�1; 1� and that  ˛ is supported in A. We refer to Figure 1 for additional
notation. Regard  as a loop based at the point of intersection of  and ˛. It is homotopic

9Morita [29, Prop. 4.1] has proved the n D 0 case.
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γ

σ0

xj

σ1

α

A

Fig. 1. Point pushing

to �0 in S and  ˛./ is homotopic to �1. Applying the formula in footnote 2, we have

f�. 
�1
˛ /./ D rot �1˛� �./ � rot�./ D rot�. ˛ ı / � rot�./

D rot�.�1/ � rot�.�0/ D .1 � dj / � 1 D �dj :

This implies that f�. ˛/ D �f�. �1˛ / D dj D dj .˛; /.

Corollary 11.3. The stabilizer of �o in �g;nC1 equals the kernel of �d W �g;nC1 !

Sp.HZ/ ËHZ.

Proof. This follows from the general fact that the kernel of an element of a cohomology
group H 1.�I V / is well defined. This is because elements of this group correspond to
lifts of the action � ! Aut.V / of � on V to a homomorphism � ! Aut.V / Ë V modulo
conjugation by elements of V . Conjugating such a homomorphism by an element of V
does not change its kernel.

12. Relative completion of mapping class groups and torsors of splittings

In this section, we consider the torsor of splittings of the Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra
obtained by combining those constructed in Section 10 using Hodge theory with those
coming from the stabilizer of �o in the Torelli group. We will use the notation of the
previous section. We replace mapping class groups by their relative completions, which
allows us to prove stronger results.

Recall from [11] that the completion of �g;mCEr relative to � W �g;mCEr ! Sp.HQ/ is
an affine Q-group Gg;mCEr that is an extension

1! Ug;mCEr ! Gg;mCEr ! Sp.H/! 1

of affine Q-groups, where Ug;mCEr is prounipotent. There is a Zariski dense homomor-
phism Q� W �g;mCEr! Gg;mCEr .Q/whose composition with the homomorphism Gg;mCEr .Q/
! Sp.HQ/ is �. When g D 0, Sp.H/ is trivial and G0;mCEr is the unipotent comple-
tion �un

0;mCEr
.
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Remark 12.1. The homomorphism Tg;mCEr ! Ug;mCEr .Q/ induced by Q� has Zariski
dense image when g > 1. This follows from the right exactness of relative comple-
tion [13, Thm. 3.11] and the vanishing of H 1.Sp.HZ/I V / for all rational representa-
tions V of Sp.H/ when g ¤ 1. (See [13, Thm. 4.3].) However, when g D 1, T

1;nCE1
!

U
1;nCE1

.Q/ is not Zariski dense. For example, T1;1 is trivial, while the Lie algebra of U1;1

is freely topologically generated by an infinite-dimensional vector space as explained in
[11, Remarks 3.9,7.2] and in [21, §10].

The action of the mapping class group �
g;nCE1

on Q�1.S; Evo/ induces an action
on Q�.S/which preserves the Goldman bracket. The stabilizer of �o preserves the Turaev
cobracket. The universal mapping property of relative completion implies that G

g;nCE1
acts

on Q�1.S; Evo/^ and Q�.S/^. Since the image of the mapping class group in G
g;nCE1

is
Zariski dense, this action preserves the Goldman bracket. However, since G

g;nCE1
does

not generally preserve framings, it is not clear which subgroup of U
g;nCE1

preserves the
cobracket. Our next task is to determine this subgroup.

The universal property of relative completion implies that the homomorphism �d W

�
g;nCE1

! Sp.HZ/ ËHZ constructed Section 11 induces a homomorphism

Q�d W Gg;nCE1 ! Sp.H/ ËH:

It is surjective as the image of �d is Zariski dense in Sp.H/ ËH .

Proposition 12.2. For all quasi-algebraic framings �o of S , the action of ker Q�d on
Q�.S/^ preserves the completed Turaev cobracket

ı�o W Q�.S/
^
! Q�.S/^ y̋ Q�.S/^: (12.1)

Proof. When g D 0, Q�d is trivial. Since �
0;nCE1

preserves the homotopy class of �o, the
result is trivially true. Now assume that g > 0. For the rest of the proof, we assume the
reader is familiar with the general theory of relative completion as explained in [13, §3].

When g � 2, every framing is quasi-algebraic by Proposition 9.4 and the algebraic
nature of the framing will not play any explicit role in the proof. The computation
[13, Ex. 3.12] and the right exactness of relative completion [13, Prop. 3.7] imply that
the completion of Sp.HZ/ Ë HZ relative to the obvious homomorphism to Sp.HQ/ is
Sp.H/ËH ; the canonical homomorphism Sp.HZ/ËHZ! Sp.HQ/ËHQ is the inclu-
sion. Right exactness of relative completion implies that the sequence

.ker �d/
un
! G

g;nCE1

Q�d
�! Sp.H/ ËH ! 1

is exact, where . /un denotes unipotent completion. Since every group is Zariski dense
in its unipotent completion, the exactness of this sequence implies that ker �d is Zariski
dense in ker Q�d. Since ker �d fixes �o, it preserves the completed cobracket. It follows that
ker Q�d does as well.

In view of Remark 12.1, the proof is more intricate when g D 1. We first consider the
case when nD 0. We take S to be the group S1 � S1 and P to be its identity. In this case,
�o is a translation invariant vector field. Since any two translation invariant vector fields
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are homotopic, it follows that their homotopy classes lie in one SL2.Z/-orbit of framings.
Since the cobracket depends only on the homotopy class of the framing, SL2.Z/ preserves
the completed cobracket (12.1). Since SL2.Z/ is Zariski dense in G

1;E1
, it follows that it

also preserves the cobracket. Since the image of Q�d W G1;E1 ! Sp.H/ Ë H is Sp.H/, it
follows that ker Q�d D U

1;E1
preserves the completed cobracket.

Suppose now that g D 1 and n > 0. Since �o is quasi-algebraic, A.�o/ D gcd¹dj º. So
there exist two transversely intersecting simple closed curves ˛ and ˇ in S with rot�o.˛/D
rot�o.ˇ/D 0. A regular neighborhood of the union of ˛ [ ˇ is a genus 1 surface with one
boundary component. Since rot�o.˛/ D rot�o.ˇ/ D 0, the restriction of the framing to the
genus 1 subsurface is homotopic to a translation invariant framing.

The inclusion of the genus 1 subsurface induces an inclusion �
1;E1
! �

1;nCE1
. By the

n D 0 case, the image of �
1;E1

in �
1;nCE1

preserves the homotopy class of �o. The kernel
of the restriction of �d W T1;nCE1 ! HZ also preserves the class of �o. So the subgroup

��o WD hker �d \ T1;nCE1; �1;E1i

of �
1;nCE1

generated by these two groups stabilizes the class of �o and thus preserves
the cobracket. The prounipotent radical U�o of the Zariski closure of ��o in G

1;nCE1
is

generated by the image of U
1;E1

and the kernel of �d W T
un
1;nCE1

! H . It is precisely the
kernel of �d W U1;nCE1

! H . Since ��o preserves the cobracket, so does U�o .

Denote ker Q�d by Ud
g;nCE1

. There is a natural homomorphism

Ud
g;nCE1

!KRVd
g;nCE1

:

Denote the image of U
g;nCE1

in Aut Q�1.S; Evo/^ by U
g;nCE1

and the image of Ud
g;nCE1

by U
d
g;nCE1.

A complex structure � W .S; P; Evo/! .X; D; Ev/ determines a Mumford–Tate group
MTX;Ev, which acts faithfully on Q�1.X; Ev/^. Denote the corresponding subgroup
�MTX;Ev��1 of Aut Q�1.S; Evo/^ by MT.�/ and its prounipotent radical by UMT.�/.

Definition 12.3. The group yUd
g;nCE1

.�/ is the subgroup of Aut Q�1.S; Evo/^ generated
by UMT.�/ and U

d
g;nCE1.

Recall that a MHS on an affine Q-group G is, by definition, a MHS on its coordi-
nate ring O.G/. Equivalently, a MHS on G is an algebraic action of �1.MHS/ on G.
A homomorphism G1! G2 of affine Q-groups with MHS is a morphism of MHS if it is
�1.MHS/ equivariant. A MHS on G induces one on its Lie algebra.

Lemma 12.4. A quasi-complex structure � on .S; P; Evo; �o/ determines pro-MHS on the
Lie algebras .and coordinate rings/ of Ud

g;nCE1
and yUd

g;nCE1
.�/. The natural homomor-

phism yUd
g;nCE1

.�/! Aut Q�1.X; Ev/^ is a morphism of MHS.
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Proof. The quasi-complex structure � determines a MHS on U
g;nCE1

. Observe that
Ud
g;nCE1

is the kernel of the homomorphism

G
g;nCE1

! Gg;nC1
Q�d
�! Sp.H/ ËH

induced on completed fundamental groups by the morphism of pointed varieties�
M
g;nCE1

; .X;D; Ev/
�
!
�
Mg;nC1; .X;D/

� Fd
�!

�
X; .JacX; 0/

�
;

where X ! Ag is the universal abelian variety over Ag , the moduli space of principally
polarized abelian varieties. Since morphisms of pointed varieties induce morphisms of
MHS on completed fundamental groups, it follows that Ud

g;nCE1
has a natural MHS.

This MHS corresponds to an action of �1.MHS/ on it, so that one has the group
�1.MHS/ Ë Ud

g;nCE1
. The pro-MHS on Q�1.X; Ev/^ corresponds to a homomorphism

�1.MHS/ ! Aut Q�1.X; Ev/^. By [11, Lem. 4.5], the homomorphism Ud
g;nCE1

!

Aut Q�1.X; Ev/^ is a morphism of MHS. It thus extends to a homomorphism

�1.MHS/ Ë Ud
g;nCE1

! Aut Q�1.X; Ev/
^:

Its image is yUd
g;nCE1

.�/. The inner action of �1.MHS/ on yUd
g;nCE1

gives it a MHS. The

inclusion yUd
g;nCE1

,! Aut Q�1.X; Ev/^ is �1.MHS/-equivariant, which implies that it is a
morphism of MHS.

The following theorem is proved in Section 13. It and the previous lemma imply
Theorem 6.

Theorem 12.5. For each quasi-complex structure � W .S;P; Evo; �o/! .X;D; Ev; �/, there
is an injective homomorphism yUd

g;nCE1
.�/ ,!KRVd

g;nCE1
of prounipotent Q-groups. Its

image does not depend on the quasi-complex structure �. The group U
d
g;nCE1 is a normal

subgroup of yUd
g;nCE1

. There is a canonical surjection K ! yUd
g;nCE1

=U
d
g;nCE1, where K

is the prounipotent radical of �1.MTM/.

Since yUd
g;nCE1

.�/ is independent of the choice of �, we denote it by yUd
g;nCE1

.

Remark 12.6. The complex structure on .S; P; Evo; �o/ defines a C-point, and thus
a geometric point, p of the moduli stack M

g;nCE1=Q. Its étale fundamental group
� Ket
1 .Mg;nCE1

; p/ is an extension

1! �^
g;nCE1

! � Ket
1 .Mg;nCE1

; p/! Gal.Q=Q/! 1:

where �^
g;nCE1

denotes the profinite completion of the mapping class group. For each

prime number `, there is a homomorphism � Ket
1 .Mg;nCE1

; p/! Sp.HZ`/ ËHZ` . Denote
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its kernel by � Ket
1 .Mg;nCE1

; p/d. There is a homomorphism

�` W �
Ket
1 .Mg;nCE1

; p/d !KRVd
g;nCE1

.Q`/:

Using weighted completion [14, §8], one can show that the Zariski closure of the image
of �` is yUd

g;nCE1
.Q`/.

Recall from [18, §10.2] that natural splittings of the weight filtration of a MHS corre-
spond to lifts of the central cocharacter � W Gm! �1.MHSss/ to �1.MHS/. Each MHS on
the completed Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra and each lift of � gives rise to a splitting
of the Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra.10 It also gives a grading of yud

g;nCE1
. Thus

Corollary 12.7. Each choice of a quasi-complex structure � W .S;P;Evo; �o/!.X;D;Ev; �/
and each choice of a lift of the central cocharacter � W Gm ! �1.MHSss/ gives isomor-
phisms

ud
g;nCE1

Š

Y
m

GrWm ud
g;nCE1

and Q�1.X; Ev/
^
Š

Y
m

GrWm Q�1.S; Ev/

such that the diagram

yud
g;nCE1

//

Š

��

Der Q�1.X; Ev/^

Š

��Q
m GrWm yu

d
g;nCE1

// Der
Q
m GrWm Q�1.S; Ev/

commutes. Each of these splittings descends to a splitting of the weight filtration of the
Goldman–Turaev Lie bialgebra .Q�.S/^; ¹ ; º; ı�o/.

13. Proof of Theorem 12.5

We will use the notation of the previous section. We begin a reformulation of the definition
of yUd

g;nCE1
.�/ associated to a quasi-complex structure

� W .S; P; Evo; �o/! .X;D; Ev; �/

on .S; P; Evo; �o/. This determines an isomorphism �
g;nCE1

Š �1.Mg;nCE1
; �o/. The cor-

responding MHS on the relative completion G
g;nCE1

corresponds to an action of �1.MHS/
on G

g;nCE1
. The quasi-complex structure � determines a semidirect product

�1.MHS/ Ë G
g;nCE1

:

10This is called Goldman–Turaev formality in [2].
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Since the natural homomorphism G
g;nCE1

! Aut Q�1.X; Evo/^ is a morphism of MHS,
[11, Lem. 4.5], the monodromy homomorphism extends to a homomorphism

�1.MHS/ Ë G
g;nCE1

! Aut Q�1.X; Evo/
^:

Denote its image by yG
g;nCE1

and the image of G
g;nCE1

by G
g;nCE1

. It is normal in yG
g;nCE1

.

The group yG
g;nCE1

is an extension

1! yU
g;nCE1

! yG
g;nCE1

! GSp.H/! 1;

where GSp denotes the general symplectic group and yU
g;nCE1

is prounipotent.11

Proposition 13.1. For each complex structure � W .S; P; Evo/ ! .X; D; Ev/, the coor-
dinate ring O. yG

g;nCE1
=G

g;nCE1
/ has a canonical MHS. These form an admissible

variation of MHS over M
g;nCE1

with trivial monodromy. Consequently, the MHS on

O. yU
g;nCE1

=U
g;nCE1

/ does not depend on the complex structure �.

Proof. The first task is to show that the yG
g;nCE1

form a local system over M
g;nCE1

. This
is not immediately clear, as the size of the Mumford–Tate group depends non-trivially on
complex structure on .S; P; Evo/. To this end, let x D .X; D; Ev/ be a point of M

g;nCE1
.

Denote the relative completion of �1.Mg;nCE1
; x/ by Gx . Let y D .Y ; E; Ev0/ be another

point of M
g;nCE1

and let Gy be the relative completion of �1.Mg;nCE1
; y/. Denote the

relative completion of the torsor of paths in M
g;nCE1

from x to y by Gx;y . Its coordinate
ring has a natural MHS and the conjugation map

Gx � Gx;y ! Gy

is a morphism of MHS [12]. This is equivalent to the statement that the map

.�1.MHS/ Ë Gx/ � Gx;y ! �1.MHS/ Ë Gy

defined by .�; �; / 7! .�; �1�/ is a �1.MHS/-equivariant surjection, where ˛ 2
�1.MHS/ acts by

˛ W .�; �; / 7! .˛�˛�1; ˛ � �; ˛ � / and ˛ W .�; �/ 7! .˛�˛�1; ˛ � �/:

The diagram
.�1.MHS/ Ë Gx/ � Gx;y //

��

�1.MHS/ Ë Gy

��
Aut Q�1.X; Ev/^ � Gx;y // Aut Q�1.Y; � 0/^

11One can argue as in [20] that, if g � 3, then UMT
X;Ev
! yU

g;nCE1
is an isomorphism if and only

if �1.MHS/! GSp.H/ is surjective; the Griffiths invariant �.X/ 2 Ext1MHS.Q; PH
3.JacX.2///

of the Ceresa cycle in JacX is non-zero; and if the points �j WD .2g � 2/xj �KX 2 .JacX/˝Q,
0 � j � n, are linearly independent over Q. This holds for general .X;D; Ev/.
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commutes, where Y D Y �E and where the bottom arrow is induced by parallel transport
in the local system whose fiber over x is Aut Q�1.X; Ev/^. This implies that there is a
morphism yGx � Gx;y ! yGy that is compatible with path multiplication. It follows that the
Gx form a local system over M

g;nCE1
.

We now prove the remaining assertions. The monodromy action of �
g;nCE1

on
yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

is the composite

�
g;nCE1

! G
g;nCE1

.Q/! Aut. yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

/.Q/;

where the first homomorphism is the canonical map, and the second one, induced by
conjugation, is easily seen to be trivial as G

g;nCE1
is normal in yG

g;nCE1
.

The coordinate ring of yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

has a MHS as the inclusion G
g;nCE1

! yG
g;nCE1

is �1.MHS/-equivariant. This variation has no geometric monodromy, and so is constant
by the theorem of the fixed part. Since U

g;nCE1
D yU

g;nCE1
\ G

g;nCE1
, the map

yU
g;nCE1

=U
g;nCE1

! yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

is a �1.MHS/-equivariant inclusion. It follows that yU
g;nCE1

=U
g;nCE1

is also a constant
variation of MHS over M

g;nCE1
.

The homomorphism Q�d W Gg;nCE1 ! Sp.H/ ËH lifts to a homomorphism

Q�d W yGg;nCE1 ! GSp.H/ ËH

Its kernel is the group yUd
g;nCE1

defined in the previous section. Since U
d
g;nCE1 D

yUd
g;nCE1

\

U
g;nCE1

, we have:

Corollary 13.2. O. yUd
g;nCE1

=U
d
g;nCE1/ is a constant VMHS over M

g;nCE1
.

Proposition 13.3. Assuming Hypothesis 1.1, there is a canonical surjection

�1.MTM/! yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

:

The prounipotent analogue of the proof of Oda’s Conjecture [32] should imply that
this is an isomorphism.

Sketch of proof. Since the variation O. yU
g;nCE1

=U
g;nCE1

/ is constant, it extends over
the boundary of Mg;nC1. Since the variation of MHS over M

g;nCE1
with fiber u

g;nCE1

is admissible, it has a limit MHS at each tangent vector of the boundary divisor �
of M

g;nCE1
. These tangent vectors correspond to first order smoothings of an .n C 1/-

pointed stable nodal curve of genus g together with a tangent vector at the initial point x0.
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For each such maximally degenerate stable curve12 .X0; P; Ev0/ of type .g; nC E1/, Ihara
and Nakamura [23] construct a proper flat curve

X ! Spec ZŒŒq1; : : : ; qN ��; N D dim Mg;nC1 D 3g C n � 2;

with sections xj , 0 � j � n, and a non-zero tangent vector field Ev along x0 that specialize
to the points of P and the tangent vector �0 at q D 0. The projection is smooth away
from the divisor q1 : : : qN D 0. These are higher genus generalizations of the Tate curve
in genus 1.

There is a limit MHS on each of

Q�1.XEq; Ev/
^; O. yU

g;nCE1
/; O.U

g;nCE1
/

corresponding to the tangent vector Eq WD
PN
jD1 @=@qj of M

g;nCE1
at the point correspond-

ing to .X0; P; Ev0/. These can be thought of as MHSs on the invariants of .XEq; Ev/, where
XEq denotes the fiber of X over Eq and XEq the corresponding affine curve.

Hypothesis (1.1) – which we claim is proved in [19] – is that these MHS are Hodge
realizations of objects of MTM. This implies that each has an action of �1.MTM/ and
that the action of �1.MHS/ on each factors through the canonical surjection �1.MHS/!
�1.MTM/. Brown’s result [5] asserts that �1.MTM/ acts faithfully on

Q�1.P
1
� ¹0; 1;1º; Evo/

^:

This implies that it also acts faithfully on Q�1.XEq; Ev/
^ because (by the construction

in [19]) the unipotent path torsor of XEq is built up from the path torsors of copies of
P1 � ¹0; 1;1º (and consists of six canonical tangent vectors) in XEq. In other words,
MTXEq;Ev is naturally isomorphic to �1.MTM/. This implies that the homomorphism

�1.MHS/! yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

induces a surjective homomorphism

h W �1.MTM/! yG
g;nCE1

=G
g;nCE1

:

Recall from the introduction that K is the prounipotent radical of �1.MTM; !B/.

Corollary 13.4. Assuming Hypothesis 1.1, there is a canonical surjection

K ! yUd
g;nCE1

=U
d
g;nCE1:
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.
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